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ABSTRACT 
 
When examining the historical origins of music education in the United States there 
exists a gap in the research concerning female music educators.  There have been many calls to 
action by researchers with the aim of focusing research on the contribution of women to music 
education.  This project sought to document details about musical studies and female music 
educators at one institution of higher learning.  The Troy Female Seminary was founded by 
Emma Hart Willard in 1817 and exists today as an independent secondary school for females 
(renamed the Emma Willard School in 1895).  Relevant books, journal articles, master’s theses, 
and dissertations were reviewed. 
Although there have been volumes written about Willard, and her writings are available 
to read, little published material exists as to the musical studies of her students and the teachers 
that guided their learning.  After reviewing related literature in early American music education 
and female music educators (ca. 1850-1920), two names of female music educators at the school, 
Miss Angelica Gilbert and Faustina Hasse Hodge (1820-1895), emerged.  More information was 
needed to adequately answer the research questions of the project.  Two investigations at the 
school archives in Troy, New York, produced information about female and male music 
educators, how music was explored as a discipline in early female education, and music 
examinations given each year for graduating students.   
Piano study and group study have been a part of the curriculum of the school since its 
opening in 1820, however musical study quickly expanded to include harp, voice, and guitar 
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lessons.  The school was host to The Seminary Conservatory, a program led by Miss Marion Sim 
from 1894-1905. With the addition of the conservatory faculty to the staff at Tory Female 
Seminary, music education grew to include harmony, counterpoint, vocal sight-reading, 
composition, and other courses.  An investigation of an alumnae publication documented that 
sixty-four alumnae of the Troy Female Seminary (from 1824 through 1872) were music 
educators for some part of their lives.  Information about other influential music educators at the 
school and conservatory is presented. 
Keywords: Troy Female Seminary, Emma Willard School, Seminary Conservatory, Music in 
Female Seminaries, Female Music Educators 1800s-1900. 
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CHAPTER I: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Much of my career in music education has been spent looking up to female role models.  
During my time as a master’s student there were few women discussed in our music history 
classes, and particularly in the quintessential text A History of American Music Education,1 there 
is a notable lack of women.  The text discusses two females with great detail, Julia Ettie Crane2 
and Frances Elliot Clark,3 who both made major contributions to the progress of music education 
in the United States of America. In delving into research on historical female figures, specifically 
educators, few role models emerge. 
The life of middle class women in the 1800s centered around learning to run a household, 
taking care of children, and being a good wife.  However, times were changing, and female 
higher education would become a reality for middle and upper-class daughters.  In 1897, the 
Music Teacher’s National Association president estimated that half the members were female,4 
																																								 																				
1 Michael Mark and Charles Gary, A History of American Music Education. (Rowman & 
Littlefield Education, 2007). 
 
2 William D. Claudson,"The Philosophy of Julia E. Crane and the Origin of Music 
Teacher Training," Journal of Research in Music Education, (1969): 399-404. 
 
3 James Francis Cooke, "Frances Elliott Clark: A Memorial Symposium." Music 
Educators Journal 46, no. 5 (1960): 20-24. 
 
4 Judith Tick, "Passed Away Is the Piano Girl," In Women Making Music: The Western 
Art Tradition, 1150-1950. Eds. Jane M Bowers, & Judith Tick, 325-348, University of Illinois 
Press, 1986. 
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however, little information exists about these female music educators.  Prominent senior 
researcher in music education, Sandra Howe notes, “Further research is needed to reconstruct the 
history of music education with sensitivity towards gender issues…we cannot forget the first 
wave of feminism in the nineteenth century.”5 
Education of women in the United States from Colonial times through the turn of the 
nineteenth century is well-documented in a two volume text by Thomas Woody.6  Woody 
outlines the traditions of education in the many countries and cultures that would colonialize the 
“New World” from Plato to the Talmud to the Italian Renaissance.  The earliest settlers did not 
set high standards on formal education, as survival was tantamount to everyday life.  For the 
Puritan’s in New England the education of women was unsupported beyond reading and writing 
to attend to scriptures.7  Exceptions to the rule are cited, there were self-educated women who 
persevered to extend their knowledge.  In New England and the South (circa late seventeenth 
century) attendance at school was an endeavor reserved for male students, however the Quakers 
provided a basic education for all youths.8  In the South tutors were privately employed by 
families who were unable to attend school with other families due to the distance between their 
homes, and as such education varied.9  
																																								 																				
5 Sandra Howe, "Women in the NEA, Department of Music Education 1884-1925," 
Journal of Historical Research in Music Education, (2005): 144. 
 
6 Thomas Woody, A History of Women's Education in the United States, (New York: 
Octagon Books, 1966 [c. 1929]). 
7 Ibid., 130-131. 
	
8 Ibid., 140-144, 239-245, 186. 
 
9 Ibid., 268.	
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Over a few decades, as the colonies became more established, the organization of 
schools, those supported by public and private funds, increased in quantity and quality.  The 
result of the increased quantity was that some schools began to employ unmarried women as 
schoolmistresses and tutors.10  Rebuilding and organization of the United States, would take 
effort and time, “but in the larger cities, private masters, free from the hampering restraint of the 
church, the town ‘prudential,’ and the heavy hand of tradition, began to cater to young women by 
offering some higher studies.”11  Female academies and seminaries and the educators who 
founded them established academic models that greatly influenced American secondary 
educational practices. 
Troy Female Seminary 
A book published by the Alumnae of Troy Female Seminary in 1898 points out that the 
school originally was home to many future teachers.12  The benevolent head of the school, Mrs. 
Willard, accepted pupils who could not afford tuition, books, and even clothing.  Instead, she 
accepted future salary as a faculty member as barter.13  Many pupils studied music during the 
first fifty years of the school, so it is likely that some of those pupils went on to become music 
educators.  When Troy Female Seminary opened its doors, the ages of students varied.  The 
																																								 																				
10 Ibid., 280. 
 
11 Ibid., 301. 
	
12 Mary Mason Fairbanks and Mrs. Russell Sage. Emma Willard and her pupils; or, Fifty 
years of Troy female seminary, 1822-1872. Edited by Mrs. A. W. Fairbanks. New York: Mrs. 
Russell Sage, 1898. 
 
13 Ibid., 12. 
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youngest students were local girls from Troy, who did not board.  The school owes its 
philosophy, financial stability, and existence to its founder Emma Hart Willard. 
Within the body of extant literature on the history of music education and music 
educators, females are underrepresented, and biographical information is limited, when 
compared to the number of male biographies and case studies.  By studying biographies of 
female music educators of the nineteenth century, a more holistic understanding of music 
education’s past and future will arise.  
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CHAPTER II: 
RELATED LITERATURE 
As in all areas of research, it is inspection of the body of literature that brings attention to 
areas of deficit.  A review of literature concerning music in America during the late eighteenth, 
nineteenth, and early twentieth century, music education in general, music educators, and the 
female seminary movement is presented for consideration. 
Music in America 
In the 1800s, the United States of America was just beginning to establish permanent 
buildings for the arts.  In a book, The History of Brooklyn's Three Major Performing Arts 
Institutions, three integral institutions’ histories are shared through narrative discussion of 
historical documents including newspaper records, building permits, and personal journals of 
historical figures.14  In 1850, Brooklyn had few secondary schools and no colleges. In 1898, the 
first modern public high school was built in Brooklyn, but college-level study still required travel 
beyond the borough.15  The Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM) was built in 1861, and it took 
two more years for a playhouse to be constructed.  In 1860 Manhattan was the center of cultural 
life in New York, and in 1898 Brooklyn became a borough and would recover importance by 
																																								 																				
14 Barbara Parisi and Robert Singer, The History of Brooklyn's Three Major Performing 
Arts Insitutions, (Lanham, Marland: Scarecrow Press, 2003). 
 
15 Ibid. 5	
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providing theatre for all.  Of all of the names mentioned in facilitating, organizing, and 
administering the institutions, no women are mentioned.  
 Singing Schools were music reading classes for choral singing, often supported by a 
church.16  According to Rosewall, singing schools were unique, because, unlike other forms of 
music education, they were run exclusively by males.  They were popular in the eastern and 
Southern United States prior to the Civil War and they were one of the very few establishments 
available for entertainment and outings approved by parents of teenagers.  The “schools” were 
taught predominantly by males who had varied levels of expertise in teaching people how to sing 
from notation.  No female musicians or teachers of any singing school were identified in 
Rosewall’s dissertation.  Males dominated this profession due to the travel that was involved.  
Many singing masters had three or four singing schools in an area and traveled on a circuit 
delivering lessons on a weekly or monthly basis, weather permitting.  During the late 1700s and 
1800s, women were discouraged from having occupations, and specifically one with travel 
would have been discouraged. 
Violins became an acceptable feminine instrument at the turn of the nineteenth century.  
In her chapter concerning American music life in the late 1800s,17 Judith Tick stated that there 
were many female orchestras based in New York and Boston.18  “Like the female minstrel 
troupes, they exploited the prejudice that made them oddities, since the curiosity value of women 
																																								 																				
16 Richard Byron Rosewall, “Singing Schools of Pennsylvania, 1800-1900,” (PhD diss. 
University of Minnesota, 1969). 
 
17 Tick, "Passed Away Is the Piano Girl," 326. 
 
18 Ibid., 330. 
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playing cornets or double basses could attract audiences on that basis alone.”19  In 1870, census 
reports demonstrated that 60 percent of music teachers were female.  Later census data does not 
distinguish between musicians and music teaching.20  Until 1904, the musicians’ unions legally 
excluded women from playing in union controlled public orchestras.21  Even feminist 
newspapers focused almost entirely on male composers during the late 1800s.22 
Susan Creasap’s dissertation23 focused on women composers of band music from 1865 
through 1996 and shared biographical information about their careers.  The evidence clearly 
demonstrated that women have been involved in concert band composing for almost one hundred 
years, but their published works and known pieces make up a small percentage of performed 
music.  Creasap also presented a brief analysis of the status of women composers in today’s 
work and the historical development of the band tradition in the United States of America.  The 
works (572 in total) in the catalog cover all difficulty levels.  Secondary sources were scoured 
for extant information about women band composers and a list of names was compiled.  A few 
female composers Creasap identified would have studied music during the late 1800s. However, 
most of the women for whom there is information were children during the early part of the 
1900s.  Information about women band composers before 1900 is limited.  Some women band 
composers published under a pseudonym. 
																																								 																				
19 Ibid., 329. 
 
20 Ibid., 326-327. 
	
21 Ibid., 332. 
 
22 Ibid. 
 
23 Susan D. Creasap, “American Women Composers of Band Music: A Biographical 
Dictionary and Catalogue of Works,” (PhD diss., Ball State University, 1996). 
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Guglielm examined thirty music periodicals published in the United States between 1819 and 
1952 for her dissertation.24  She gathered information concerning both contemporary musical 
activities and the attitudes and opinions expressed in the periodicals. Her work focused on how 
those attitudes and opinions helped form and shape musical life.  The magazines recorded 
performances, discussed musical organizations, and presented articles that supported music 
education and church music reform.  Thoughts, beliefs, and opinions of those who were 
interested in and had influence over those musical activities were shared with wide audiences.  
Within the dissertation, chapters focus on sacred music and music outside the church (opera, 
vocal, and instrumental).  The dissertation included an annotated anthology of selected articles to 
support the author’s findings and to add to the understanding of the history of music in America 
in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Music periodicals in the United States began in 1786, the first being The American Musical 
Magazine published by Amos Doolittle and Daniel Read.  The authors identified in the 
magazines are mostly men.  All editors of the 30 periodicals presented in the dissertation have 
male names although women were known to use pseudonyms.  The women that were mentioned 
in the articles or were listed as authors in the magazines were mostly opera singers, and they had 
influence over publicly heard music.  The Boston Musical Gazette may have been completely 
written and edited by males, but this is difficult to know as authors were only identified by their 
intials.  Guglielm stated that Lowell Mason, John Rowe Parker, and George Webb were all 
possible authors. 
																																								 																				
24 Carolann Guglielm, “Musical Life in the United States as Reported in the American 
Musical Press, 1819-1852,” (PhD diss., University of Maryland, 1998). 
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Godey’s Lady’s Book, a popular magazine published in Philadelphia from 1830-1898, had 
influence over female life.25  Sarah Joseph Hale was the editor and advocated for women’s 
education.  The magazine viewed music as a means to transform and reform American taste and 
alleged that teaching the rudiments of music to all Americans would elevate the culture.  “Since 
most professional music teachers during this period were male, and since teaching was not 
considered a suitable vocation for a lady until after the middle of the century, women were called 
upon to instruct informally in the home or, as arbiters of taste, to exert a general influence on 
society.”26  The piano was considered the height of refinement and women would often seek 
other women to teach them to play the instrument.  Although this magazine focused on female 
learners, it does not include references to women teaching boys.  “Although music instruction 
played a role in the education of the cultivated young lady, references to boys were noticeably 
absent in discussions of musical training.”27  Koza notes that music training for boys was 
trivialized in the text. 
Charles Leonhard’s address at the formation of the Society for Music Teacher Education in 
San Antonio in 1982 provided motivation for an historical discussion about the development of 
music teacher education in the United States.28  Leonhard stated that three sources were 
responsible for how our country trains teachers: the liberal arts tradition, the conservatory model, 
																																								 																				
25 Julia Eklund Koza. "Music Instruction in the Nineteenth Century: Views from Godey's 
Lady's Book, 1830–77." Journal of Research in Music Education 38, no. 4 (1990): 245-257. 
 
26 Ibid., 247. 
 
27 Ibid., 248. 
 
28 George N. Heller and Jere T. Humphreys. "Music Teacher Education in America 
(1753-1840) a Look at One of Its Three Sources." College Music Symposium, (1991): 49-58 
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and teachers college tradition.  Heller and Humphreys discuss various historical documents to 
specifically outline how music teaching came to be present in normal schools or schools that 
specialized in training teachers, and how certificates were awarded to teach in common 
schools.29  Massachusetts was the first state to authorize and fund three state-supported 
institutions for teacher-training.  The schools opened between 1839 and 1840. The Lexington 
school was for women only, while Barre and Bridgewater schools accepted men and women.  
Female students as young as sixteen could attend, but male students were required to be at least 
seventeen.30  At the normal schools, music was a part of a large curriculum as set forth by 
Horace Mann31 that included a well-rounded course of study.  Through the study of a journal 
from one of the first students at Lexington school, Mary Swift, the researchers concluded that, 
“music was an important and regular subject in the Lexington school’s curriculum, but not one of 
the most important due to its lack of legislated presence in the common school.”32  Swift made 
thirty direct references to music in the Lexington school’s curriculum and devotional exercises 
during her time at the school from August 1, 1839 through April 4, 1840. 
Women in Music Education 
 Middle class female life in the 1800s was focused on learning to run a household, taking 
care of children, and being a good wife.  Times were changing and female higher education 
would soon be a reality for middle and upper class daughters.  By 1897, the Music Teachers 
																																								 																				
29 Ibid., 51-52. 
 
30 Ibid., 54-55. 
 
31 Ibid.  
 
32 Ibid., 57. 
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National Association president estimated that half the members were women.33  Focusing on the 
history books, Livingston sought out female names in United States music education history.  
She found that in five history books 164 women were mentioned; 11 of those women were 
discussed at least five times.  The eleven prominent women were then rated as to their 
importance by current female music educators and then totaled.34  While these names help to 
identify the women who have been documented, the study has greater impact as a reminder that 
there is much still to discover about the women who helped to establish music education as we 
know it in this country.  
 
Table 1. Source: Livingston, Carolyn. "Women in Music Education in the United States: Names 
Mentioned in the History Books." Journal of Research in Music Education 45, no. 1 
(1997): 139. 
Humphreys investigated two American music education histories.35 History of Public 
School Music in the United States by Edward Bailey Birge (1937/1966) and A History of 
																																								 																				
33 Tick, "Passed Away Is the Piano Girl," 326. 
 
34 Carolyn Livingston. "Women in Music Education in the United States: Names 
Mentioned in the History Books." Journal of Research in Music Education 45, no. 1 (1997): 
130-144. 
 
35 Jere T. Humphreys. "Sex and Geographic Representation in two Music Education 
History Books." Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education, (1997): 67-86. 
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American Music Education by Michael L. Mark and Charles L. Gary (1992).  Using quantitative 
research methods, Humphreys examined both texts and when a person was named they were 
categorized by sex, geographical region, and period.  Sex was determined by the pronouns used 
in the text and by the “given” name.  The geographic regions used are the six that MENC 
(NAfME) uses to divide the United States.  The designation “foreign” was given to all from other 
countries, and the time period examined was delimited to the 1800s and 1900s.  Humphreys 
consulted other historical documents to identify a person’s geographic region or time period if 
this information was not stated in the text.  Humphreys also counted the frequency with which 
each historical figure was mentioned by the number of times the “given” name or related 
pronoun was used in each text.  To accurately compare the two books a conversion factor was 
employed, because the number of words per line was significantly different between the two 
books.  Each picture in the Birge book counted as an individual reference for each person. 
Results from the Birge book identified 361 music educators and the Mark & Gary text 
identified 414.  Between the two books there was an overlap of 156 individuals and therefore a 
total of 619 unique individual music educators were mentioned in the books.  “The total number 
of mentions of by sex in each book favor men even more overwhelmingly.”36  Of the individuals 
given significant mention (mentioned 10 or more times) between both texts, only one out of 
thirty was female.37  Humphreys also found that the Eastern and Northeastern regions (using 
NAfME geographic regions of today) were heavily represented in both texts as compared to any 
of the other geographic regions.  Results from a previous study (Humphreys & Schmidt, 1997) 
																																								 																				
36 Ibid., 70. 
 
37 Ibid., 71. 
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found that female music teachers far outnumbered male music teachers during the early 
twentieth century. 
The number of female music supervisors38 grew during the early 1900s.  A music 
supervisor was responsible for the music education at multiple school sites.  They would train 
classroom teachers to carry out music lessons, assess student progress, and set curriculum for a 
given district or group of schools.  Howe’s article provides summaries on the two most well-
known female music educators of the time, Julia Ettie Crane and Frances E. Clark.  Howe shared 
names and information on the sixty-nine original female members of MENC.39 
The Albany Normal School was founded in 1849 with free tuition and a stipend.40  The 
first principal, David Perkins Page, was integral in creating an environment where students not 
only studied advanced secondary school subjects but also developed pedagogical skills.  Students 
had hands-on experiences in teaching subject matter, as an experimental primary school was 
affiliated with the normal school.  Page was also a proponent of teachers’ associations and 
summer institutes and required his students to participate in leadership and continuing education.  
The first graduates had lengthy careers, going on to teach in common, secondary, and normal 
schools.  Of the 428 men and women who graduated between 1845 and 1849, the average 
teacher career was 11.12 years.  The female graduates of the Albany Normal School had longer 
																																								 																				
38 Sandra Howe, "A Historical Perspective on Contributions of American Women 
Educators," Journal of Historical Research in Music Education, Special: Papers from the Allen 
P. Britton Symposium, (2001): 147-158. 
 
39 Ibid., 167. 
 
40 Mary Elizabeth Alpern, “A Successful Experiment in Teacher Education: The 
Founding and the Early Years of the Albany Normal School,” (PhD diss., Cornell University, 
1996). 
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teaching careers than those students who graduated from Troy Female Seminary and Mount 
Holyoke Female Seminary, but in other respects the female graduates from all three institutions 
were similar.41 
 Campbell’s research found42 that many female pianists and singers could perform in the 
USA before marriage, but their careers usually ended once they were wed.  Women’s music 
clubs garnered women the rights to work and live outside the home.  “Throughout the nineteenth 
century schools for women emphasized music instruction as a necessary domestic 
accomplishment. Music's presumed capacity to guide the spirit to higher realms and to provide 
families with moral guidance made it an ideal pastime for those entrusted with fashioning the 
home into a harbor of morality and chasteness.”43  Female virtuosos Jenny Lind, Amy Beach, 
Maud Powell, and Teresa Carreno performed in many venues. Women were not allowed to be 
members of most orchestras.  Female only groups, such as the Boston Fadettes, the New York 
Ladies' Orchestra, the Philadelphia Women's Symphony, and the Salt Lake Women's Orchestra 
were established, but the longevity of the groups was short.44 
Women educators faced the challenge of sharing their talents for musical instruction with 
others because cultural expectations limited their access to opportunities.  Another example of 
these limits is expressed in Etude, a music educators’ magazine of the time, in a column entitled 
																																								 																				
41 Ibid., 270X. 
 
42 Gavin James Campbell, “Classical Music and the Politics of Gender in America, 1900-
1925,” American Music (University of Illinois Press) 21, no. 4 (2003): 446-473. 
 
43 Ibid., 450. 
 
44 Ibid. 
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“Women’s Work in Music.”45  The author observed that women music educators received more 
patronage not because they were better teachers, but because they charged less than male 
educators.  
Eastern coastal areas were well-populated and organized by the mid-1800s.46  However, 
one-room schoolhouses were common in less-established areas of the United States.  In her 
dissertation, Pamela Stover used archival materials and interviews to focus on Midwest one-
room schoolhouses and music education.  Stover states, “Evidence of music education in the 
early part of the nineteenth century is sketchy and uneven.  Music was treated as an incidental 
part of the narratives of writers of education during that time.  Primary accounts are scattered 
throughout archives, libraries, town halls, and basements in the Midwest, and are fragile and in 
danger of being damaged or completely lost.” 47 
Of Stover’s three research questions, the most intriguing was, “How was music taught?  
What methods were used and to what success?”  The historical study focused on primary and 
secondary sources for data collection.  A three-pronged research approach was used to 
triangulate the evidence to provide the clearest and richest description possible.  First, archival 
materials were searched for available information from documents and photographic evidence.  
Secondly, the researcher conducted interviews with former teachers and students of one-room 
schoolhouses.  Finally, eleven textbooks from the rural Midwest that had been used at the turn of 
																																								 																				
45 Ibid., from Etude 19 (September 1901): 319. 
 
46 Pamela Stover, “Teacher Preparation, Methods and Materials for Music Education in 
Rural and One-Room Schools in Selected Areas of the Midwest (1890-1950),” (PhD diss., 
Indiana University, 2003). 
 
47 Ibid., 34. 
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the century were reviewed as to the materials and methods employed by educators of music.  
Cohen and Manion state that when contrasting research methods or data source yield similar 
results the greater the confidence in the findings.48  Stover consulted many libraries and archives 
including the Library of Congress.  The researcher brought personal knowledge of the subject 
matter as her grandmother had taught in a rural one-room schoolhouse and knew former students 
from those times.  State teacher exams did not always include music and art, and they were 
notably missing from the 1900 and 1901 exams.49 
During interviews with students who attended one-room schoolhouses, all mentioned that 
singing was a daily activity at school. Instruments were rare, but archival photographs show 
homemade instruments as a unit of study.  These photographs were found in old scrapbooks50 
that were used as documentation to the district of student achievement.  Records and 
interviewees mentioned the use of the Victrola and later radios for schoolhouse music.  Women 
were the teachers of all of the one-room schoolhouses mentioned in this dissertation.  Charles 
Fullerton created an entire music program for active musicing (clapping to rhythms and singing 
songs) from records that were in graded-levels.51  In rural areas, the note method of teaching 
music was rarely used.  From 1890-1920 music theory was the main focus of instruction.  Often 
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children could print scales, rhythmic notes, and key signatures without much familiarity of how 
to read music.52 
The main finding of Stover’s dissertation is that many of the eighth grade exams she 
uncovered included a music test.  Eighth-grade exams were competency exams given by the 
state, often requiring miles of travel for the children who wanted to take the exam.  With a 
passing grade, a provisional teaching license could be awarded in some Midwest states.  The 
music sections from a 1916 Iowa test53 (see Figure 1) included music theory, singing pedagogy, 
and opinion questions about music learning.  Music supervisors for rural districts were almost 
exclusively men, and the teachers of one-room schoolhouses were primarily women.54 
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Figure 1. 1916 Iowa test. Source. Stover, Pamela “Teacher Preparation, Methods and 
Materials for Music Education in Rural and One-Room Schools in Selected 
Areas of the Midwest (1890-1950),” (PhD diss., Indiana University, 2003). 
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In the same year that Lowell Mason introduced music instruction to grammar school 
students in Boston, female secondary students at Northampton High School in Northampton, 
Massachusetts, were also offered a class in vocal music.  Three years later, the boys’ high school 
offered a similar course.  In the following decades, a number of high schools in the east and 
midwest also added music to the curriculum, including Lancaster, Pennsylvania (1840); 
Providence, Rhode Isaland (1946); Cincinnati, Ohio (1948)55  
Koza investigated the first ten years of the Music Supervisors’ Journal (1914-1924) as to 
male and female representations.56 Advertisements were not included, nor were instances where 
“man” or “men” was used in the generic reference meaning “person” or “people.”  Men and 
women served as music supervisors during this period, but little information is available as to the 
breakdown of males and females in the readership.  Koza found that although there was 
information pertaining to vocal and instrumental instruction of both male and female students, 
discussions of male students dominate when only a single sex is discussed.  Koza highlights that 
a tenet of Music Supervisors’ Journal was “access to music for all,” but many articles focused on 
issues and interests of male musicians.57  Koza summarizes articles found in the journal 
(organized by topics) as support for her findings.  Women were sometimes mentioned in journal 
articles, but always in a diminished or isolated manner.  “Instead of focusing on girls and on 
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pedagogical issues pertaining to girls, the remarks often expounded on the responsibilities of 
adult women in their roles of wife and mother.”58 
 
 
Female Seminaries in America 
Education for women was pioneered by many.  Music education for females was quite 
popular because music, particularly the playing of piano and singing, typified the height of 
feminine refinement.  Women were also expected to care for the home, children, and hosting 
guests.  One laudable article exists about very early music education of females in the United 
States of America.  Bonnie Schaffhauser Jacobi did a large-scale historical study59 focused on 
identifying overarching trends, dates, and prominent figures and schools in music at the 
beginning of female higher education.  Many female “seminaries”60 focused on preparing 
women for marriage, family, and social graces.61  Coursework focused on French, domestics, and 
English literature, while “extras” or “ornamental studies” consisted of painting, music, and 
embroidery.  Her article focuses on music in women’s seminaries and eventually colleges during 
the beginning of higher education in America.  Jacobi used primary and secondary sources from 
many institutions.  The most important finding of the work is that music was integral to the daily 
schedule at these institutions because music was an acceptable, proper, and feminine endeavor.  
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Jacobi notes that the beginning male colleges and universities did not teach or provide music or 
art for their students.  Most of the teachers at the female seminaries were female, so it is likely 
that some of the music educators were also female. 
Women’s higher education began after the Civil War when some male colleges began to 
allow female visiting students during evening and summer.  There were many views on female 
education, some believed education would help women to find a good spouse and have a good 
marriage. Others felt that educating women would have negative ramifications on their health 
and happiness. 
Females were typically the founders of seminaries and colleges for women.  The earliest 
seminaries modeled their curricula after male colleges, but women were also expected to help 
with household chores.  The goal was to allow women to choose their husbands wisely so that 
they could have a good marriage instead of managing a poor marriage later. 
Many schools had some musical opportunities available to all students, but a fee 
(sometimes as great as ninety dollars a semester) was charged for private lessons and advanced 
study.  High tuition meant that musical study was reserved for those students of the highest 
financial means.  At Ipswich Seminary, all students had 30 minutes of vocal music in their 
schedule and Lowell Mason taught the course.  In 1855, the University of Iowa was founded 
with four women in the first class.  It is the only state school to have maintained co-education for 
over one hundred years. By the 1870s, eight other state universities allowed women to attend.  
By 1890, women were serving in leadership positions at female colleges.  Eventually, 
universities began to add music and art departments to their schools.62  
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During the same time U.S. higher learning institutions for men used the title of college or 
academy and a curriculum of Latin, Greek, mathematics, and science was taught.  Many of the 
male institutions did not provide opportunities to study art or music.  Some female seminaries 
utilized a model that also included topics studied in the male colleges of the time, specifically 
science and mathematics.  Music was crucial because it was an acceptable and desired course of 
study for parents of females and an ideal study for women.  Although music was not often a 
subject of study until the late 1800s, its presence was significant in the halls of seminaries and 
was important for attracting new students.  Further, as music gained prestige and the women’s 
college movement grew, male colleges and universities began to offer music as coursework.  
Jacobi’s article asks what higher education might have looked like if female seminaries did not 
have music or art coursework.63 
Sweet64 discusses the movement to educate females of the middle class during the 
antebellum period of the United States.  He reported that by 1850 women started to be seen as 
intellectual equals to their male counterparts, with an obligation to be “learned,” because they 
had a God-given disposition to educating young children and caring for the next generation.65  
“The inclusion of masculine subjects in female education was not something imposed by leaders 
of the seminary movement on reluctant parents.  By the 1830s, rather than parental pressure on 
girls to avoid science or math, there was the opposite.  Many evangelical parents had come to 
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expect as rigorous, or to use their favorite word, as ‘thorough’ an education for their daughters as 
for their sons.”66 
Due to the changing economic climate in the United States, women were marrying later 
in age, and many remained single and needed to provide for themselves.  In response, female 
seminaries shifted curriculum to prepare their students with a wide range of skills that no longer 
represented the single mind-set of a refined woman.  Although an unmarried woman would still 
face difficulties that her married counterpart did not, teaching as a profession—specifically in a 
female seminary—became a logical choice for many students and increased the reach of the 
female seminary system.  Sweet explores the limitations that were imposed in the female 
seminary culture to appease male dominated ideology.  Even if women were educated to be fit 
for the pulpit, the bar, or the surgery, they were to be instilled with the culturally accepted 
conventions that men were dominant over women.67 
Finally, Sweet points out that equal education is not identical education.  The main 
difference appears to be that female seminaries included coursework that the male schools did 
not, specifically the domestic arts.  Also, while attending school, female students often existed in 
a culture that reinforced domesticity, including washing clothes, changing linens, house-keeping 
in the dormitories, being chaperoned on outings, attending religious meetings regularly, and 
adhering to a strict curfew. 
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A dissertation by Hays on music’s development in higher education68 focused on varying 
European models that impacted the American music academy and liberal arts higher education.  
Citing the ospeldali (asylums for orphaned females) as the first conservatories, Hays noted that 
in Europe musica practica was neglected in “refined higher education,” and these orphans 
studied music to interest men to marry them or to perhaps teach others and earn a livelihood for 
themselves.69  
Hays’ dissertation is a male dominated history of the development of music education in 
America. He says: 
“Perhaps the earliest western institution to offer music was the College of the Pacific 
(later called “University of the Pacific”), founded in the glory of the Gold Rush in Santa 
Clara, California under a Methodist Church charter in 1851.  The College [sic] was the 
first in California and its Conservatory of Music (1878) is the oldest conservatory west of 
the Mississippi.  Music made its appearance in 1856 in the women’s division, the Female 
College Institute.  The fact that music study was coupled with the study of embroidery as 
the Institute’s recommended curriculum for women does seem to provide evidence of the 
conception of music as an ornamental subject.”70 
 
Hays’ dissertation shows little understanding of the impact of female educators and female 
seminaries concerning the inclusion of music in colleges across the United States.  
Cherokee Female Seminary 
Using archival materials, Mihesuah recreated the history and lives of students at the 
Cherokee Female Seminary.71  Although the culture of the mainly Eurocentric female seminaries 
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of the east coast varied greatly from those of the Cherokee people of the area that is now 
Oklahoma, the aspirations of the educators at the school were similar.  Race was discussed as a 
primary factor as to why women were not sent to eastern schools.  Like educators at many other 
female seminaries, those at the Cherokee Female Seminary were also primarily female.  
Mihesuah reports letters and entries into personal life documentation that demonstrated that 
female educators often married male educators.  Tension between the male school and female 
seminary was quite high. 
The female seminary was nondenominational, established and maintained by the tribe, 
and only open to Cherokees.  The seminary offered a similar curriculum to that of Mount 
Holyoke.  The first students were mainly from traditionalist families, but the school did not 
reinforce their Cherokee heritage, adopting instead a westernized curriculum and culture.72  The 
Cherokee Female Seminary was unique in the fact that while some students were wealthy, blond 
haired and blue-eyed women who had just a trace of Cherokee, many others were from poor 
families who could neither read nor write.73 
Music education at the Cherokee Female Seminary included required instruction in vocal 
music74 and electives in instrumental music.  A schedule noted that in 1855, “Music—‘We 
Plough the Fertile Meadow’” was studied from 3:00-3:15 and after students received, “Paper and 
Marks” at 3:15, the school day concluded with “Singing—‘I’m Going Home.’”75”  Ann Florence 
Wilson, Cherokee Female Seminary’s first non-Indian principal teacher, “could not sing or play 
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an instrument, but she was an advocate of music and voice lessons for all students.”76  In 1909, at 
what would be the last Cherokee Female Seminary graduation festivities, the students presented 
choral works by Beethoven and Gounod and instrumental pieces by Chopin, Schumann, and von 
Suppe.77  Cherokee Female Seminary closed due to changes in higher education in the state of 
Oklahoma, the buildings of the second site of Cherokee Female Seminary remain a part of the 
Northeastern State University as Seminary Hall.78  
Moravian Young Ladies’ Seminary 
 Jewel A. Smith has done extensive research concerning many aspects of the Moravian 
Young Ladies’ Seminary in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.79  The Moravian Church believed that 
having educated children was important regardless of gender.  The school was founded in 1742 
by Benigna Zinzendorf.80  Like many seminaries of the day, academic studies were pursued by 
the students, but there was also much focus given to the “elegant studies.”  In 1852 the 
curriculum included algebra, anatomy and physiology, chemistry, moral and intellectual 
philosophy, and mythology.  For additional fees, courses in guitar, piano, voice, French, German, 
Latin, drawing, painting, and fancy needlework were available.   
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Examination of the archives at the school (including letters from parents, and programs of 
school events) revealed that, in particular, private study in piano was highly prized.  Parents 
wanted their daughters to not only be accomplished but also to be prepared to teach and earn a 
living with their musical skills.81  In certain cases students’ schedules were altered to allow more 
focused time for musical studies.  A high standard of musical repertoire was performed by 
students, including the genres of concerto, impromptu, toccata, sonata, and transcriptions, from 
works by Beethoven, Czerny, Mozart, Felix Mendelssohn, and Weber.82  By 1854 music 
specialists from Europe were being hired for piano and vocal instruction to meet student demand 
and ability.  
In 1863, the school was chartered to begin granting bachelor’s degrees, thus transforming 
it into the Moravian Women’s College.  In 1954 it joined the Moravian College (formerly the 
Nazareth Hall-an academy for Moravian men) to become the first coeducational institution in the 
Lehigh Valley area.83  
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary 
 Founded by Mary Lyon in 1837, Mount Holyoke Female Seminary was an important 
educational institution that would eventually become Mount Holyoke College, still today a 
women’s only institution of learning.  The educator-led movement of transitioning from a 
seminary into a competitive college and offering a bachelor’s degree took place from 1875 to 
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1910.84  Many female seminaries sought reciprocity between their school certificates and 
entrance into Mount Holyoke College.  Mount Holyoke focused on teacher-student relationships 
that created a pedagogical community that also encouraged collaborative learning and eventually 
self-teaching.  There was a struggle over the faculty’s belief system and reforming school life to 
be more secular.  Working together, the teachers found a bridge between their religious and 
reform organizational bodies.  The traditions of the college stem back to the beginnings of the 
school. 
 A study by Turpin explored the religious aspects of Mount Holyoke Female Seminary 
and Oberlin Collegiate Institute, the models for leading women’s colleges and coeducational 
universities.85  By the mid-nineteenth-century institutions competing to be well-known and 
supported financially had to advocate their broad appeal and significance to student and donors 
alike.  Turpin explores the differences between male only institutions and female institutions.  
 Mount Holyoke began awarding bachelor’s degrees in 1888 under the name Mount 
Holyoke Seminary and College.  In 1893 the seminary system was phased out of the school’s 
curriculum.86  As to music education, vocal music87 was studied from the beginning of the 
institution, but instrumental studies were counter to Mary Lyon’s Puritan beliefs. 
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Rockford Female Seminary 
 Anna Peck Sill founded a school on June 11, 1849 in an old courthouse building.88  In her 
dissertation89 focusing on the evolution of the institution over time, Cvitkovic established that 
Rockford Female Seminary was modeled after Mount Holyoke Female Seminary.  The original 
charter from the Illinois State Legislature included the right for the seminary to confer 
baccalaureate degrees.90  The dissertation includes minimal comments on curriculum of the 
original seminary, simply stating:  “Preparatory, normal and collegiate courses of instrument 
were offered with advanced students taking courses in Mathematics, Latin, Greek, French, 
German, and English literature.”91 
Rockford College was founded as a women’s seminary in 1849 and became a college in 
1892.  In 1955 a male coordinate college was established, and in 1959 the institution became 
coeducational.92  Jane Addams attended the school from 1877 to 1881.93  Her time at the 
institution was a struggle over the foundationalism philosophy (that beliefs can be justified based 
on basic or foundational beliefs) of the faculty and her personal views of knowledge as created 
by communal inquiry.  Jane Addams’ student work including essays, notebooks, letters, and 
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newspaper editorials support the view that Addams preferred open, fluid exchanges of thought 
over the scientific method and experience. 
Spellman Female Seminary 
 Founded in April 1881, Atlanta Baptist Female Seminary (later Spelman Seminary) was 
an all-black female institution.94  The institution was run by Sophia B. Packard and Harriet E. 
Giles who were both educated in seminaries.  The two white women missionaries relied on their 
religious education to build one of the most prestigious historically black institutions in the 
world.  The students were primarily newly-freed slaves during the early years and as the school 
grew over time, the curriculum developed from elementary to collegiate level.  The school was 
renamed in honor of Mrs. Laura Spelman Rockefeller and her parents Harvey Buel and Lucy 
Henry Spelman, longtime activists in the antislavery movement.  In 1897 the college department 
was opened, but the school would continue to have an elementary program until 1928.95 
 Graham’s dissertation traces the initial stages of the Atlanta Female Baptist Seminary 
through two name changes, administration changes, and the transition of the school to a single 
sex Liberal Arts College in 1927.96  Graham provided a detailed history of educational 
institutions for black women just after the Civil War and discussed how other institutions failed 
due to lack of funding and prejudice towards African Americans.  The curriculum at Spelman, as 
shared in the dissertation, is focused on academics, including teacher preparation—in 1881 the 
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two departments for study listed are the “Normal Department” and the “Academic 
Department.”97  Music was studied98 and although no information is given on the courses, 
repertoire, or music educators at Spelman, between the years of 1887-1926, two students were 
granted diplomas in music.99  Graham notes that the Musical Department [sic] was established at 
Spelman for the “very talented”, “a small elite group of students.”100  No dates or curriculum of 
the department is included. 
 
Summary 
Female music educators were present in the nineteenth century and through the early 
twentieth century.  They struggled with a society that deemed them second-class citizen, valued 
for their looks and accomplishments over their minds and contributions to the financial well-
being of their families.  Female music educators were prominent in female seminaries and one-
room schoolhouses. They were members of the various associations pertaining to education from 
their genesis. In general, women were active in cultural, educational, and social work in their 
communities and formed clubs that supported their endeavors to improve their communities.  In 
her exceptional text, In the Company of Educated women: A History of Women and Higher 
Education in America, Barbara Miller Solomon discusses the history of female institutions in the 
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United States.101  Solomon discussed the fact that the founders of the institutions meant for the 
educated women to rise above the expected roles of domesticity.  “Those who did, however, 
followed in the tradition created by Willard, Beecher, Grant, Lyon, Phelps, and their disciples.  
More forward-looking educators were trying to create something new for American women: to 
instill aspirations of learning and to enlarge women’s sphere of usefulness—to educate in the 
deepest sense.”102 
Female Seminaries allowed women to explore educational opportunities that had been 
denied to them.  Although these institutions required tuition, many of the female administrators 
allowed women without means to attend for free or with an agreement that the debt would be 
settled by future teaching.  Music was a part of the curriculum at most of these institutions and 
some provided high caliber musical training in vocal and instrumental studies. 
Methodology 
Need for Study 
Today the Emma Willard School (previously, the Troy Female Seminary) has many 
music courses available: various choirs, orchestra, string ensemble, opera appreciation, music 
fundamentals, music appreciation, voice seminar, and private lessons.103   Based on secondary 
sources, music education occurred at the Troy Female Seminary, and information was available 
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about a few named female music educators.104  Willard herself considered musical study for her 
students to be one of the intrinsic benefits.105  There is little available in secondary sources about 
the course offerings or pedagogy used at Troy Female Seminary.  Howe’s book states, “In 1840 
the catalog listed piano, harp, guitar, and singing lessons taught by three teachers, and the 
courses were described as ‘ornamental branches.’  By 1848, there were seven teachers and the 
addition of organ lessons.  The school was called a ‘conservatory’ in the late nineteenth 
century.”106  Students who boarded at the school attended concerts and saw the Von Trap Family 
Singers and Vladimir Horowitz perform at the Troy Music Hall.107   
Although little information is available through other texts that do not specifically focus 
on music, there was most likely at least one female music teacher at the school around 1821, and 
her name was Miss Gilbert.  A letter from the Cole family archive108 mentioned that Miss Gilbert 
was an instructress of music and French, that she was possibly 40 years old, and once lived in 
New York [City].  A second name that was uncovered through a secondary source was Faustina 
Hasse Hodge (1820-1895). 109   
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The current study uncovered details about musical studies and educators at Troy Female 
Seminary from the school’s founding to the turn of the century.110  The Troy Female Seminary 
Conservatory was founded in 1847.  The building was donated by the family of Anna Plum, an 
alumna of Troy Female Seminary who died early in life.  Specifically, this study sought answers 
to the following questions: 
1. What musical offerings (ensembles, classes, and lessons) were available to the first 
students at Troy Female Seminary? 
2. What impact did music have on school life? 
3. Who were the educators involved in the music offerings for the school?  Were they 
male or female?  Did they teach exclusively at Troy Female Seminary or did they have 
other responsibilities in the community?  Detailed biographical and musical discussions 
on renowned faculty will be included as warranted.  
4.  What were the ramifications to the music education of Troy Female Seminary students 
given the establishment of a conservatory model? 
5. Who were the faculty and administrators for the conservatory? 
6.  Who were students at the Troy Female Seminary/Emma Willard School 
Conservatory? 
7. What was the curriculum at the conservatory? 
8. What led to the transfer of ownership of the Anna Plum Memorial building from the 
Emma Willard School to Russell Sage Women’s College? 
9. What is the current state of the Anna Plum Memorial building? 
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History provides us with information about the collective “we” that is important for all 
cultures.  Female music educators provided at least music lessons to students at Troy Female 
Seminary, and it was likely that by the late 1800s that there were “conservatory” level lessons 
and students at the school.  The archives at the school helped reveal more about music education 
at the beginning of the Troy Female Seminary.  An investigation of school documents, 
yearbooks, student and family letters, local and regional newspaper articles, and other primary 
source materials were examined.  The archives of the Sage Colleges (formerly Russell Sage 
Women’s College), the Troy Public Library, and the Rensselaer County Historical Society were 
also searched for supporting evidence.  These materials are considered valid because they exist 
in a creditable archive.  The study’s findings are specific to the faculty, students, and families of 
the Troy Female Seminary and the Seminary Conservatory. 
This dissertation is not a history of the school, but rather an analysis of the educational 
and musical accomplishments of the teachers and students of the Troy Female Seminary and 
later the Seminary Conservatory.  After a thorough review of related literature an investigation of 
historical documents was conducted.  Primary sources included school catalogs, unpublished 
letters from teachers and students, newspapers, and historical sites that were examined to answer 
questions revolving around the status of music education at Troy Female Seminary/Emma 
Willard School.  
Chapter III is a brief biography of Emma Willard, the founder of Troy Female Seminary. 
It is included because the seminary would not exist without her, and as the founder she shaped 
the institution to the wants and needs of the students in attendance.  Included is an abbreviated 
version of the history of the institution to inform the reader.  Chapter IV focuses on music 
education during the formative years of the seminary.  The Anna Plum Memorial Hall and the 
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growth of the music program into a conservatory, analysis of student development in music, and 
the impact of music on student life until 1904 are discussed in Chapter V.  The curriculum, 
course offerings, and repertoire of students at the Seminary Conservatory and subsequent 
diplomas and teaching certificates awarded by the institution are explained as well.  Chapter VI 
acknowledges notable music faculty and alumnae who became music teachers, and their 
biographies are presented.  An overall summary and results of the study is presented in Chapter 
VII. Included in this chapter is a discussion of music within the Troy Female Seminary/Emma 
Willard School and the Seminary Conservatory, and how music education was viewed by 
faculty, students, and parents.  
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CHAPTER III 
EMMA HART WILLARD 
Emma Hart Willard was a pioneer in women’s education.  While she did not teach music, 
she deserves investigation in this dissertation because, as the founder of Troy Female Seminary, 
her values and feelings are embedded in the founding of the institution.  This chapter will 
explore Willard’s biography, her writings and discourse on female education, and her 
interactions with music and the arts. 
A Life in Female Education 
Born on February 23, 1787 in Berlin, Connecticut, Emma Hart was the second youngest 
daughter of a farmer, who believed in education for all his children—all seventeen of them.111  
Her mother, née Lydia Hinsdale, was Samuel Hart’s second wife.  Her father taught Hart 
philosophy and impacted her drive to pursue scholarship.  After attending local schools, she 
attended two schools in Hartford, those of Miss Patton and of Mrs. Lydia Royce.112 
Willard began her career as an educator before she finished her own schooling.  She 
taught for the district school in Berlin, Connecticut, and in 1804, opened her own school for 
																																								 																				
111 The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica: Emma Willard. 
May 24, 2014. accessed March 29, 2015, 
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112 Lucy Townsend and Barbara Wiley for The Papers of Emma Hart Willard, 1787-
1870. Guide to the Microfilm Edition. It is based on Emma Willard's memoir addressed to 
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older children in 1805 and directed the Berlin Academy in 1806.  With several invitations in 
hand, she served as female assistant in the academy in Westfield, Massachusetts, in the spring of 
1807, before taking charge of the female academy in Middlebury, Vermont that summer.113 
Founded seven years earlier, the Middlebury Academy already had a regional following, 
and the move increased Hart's opportunities.  Although rote memorization and recitation were 
standard teaching methods at that time, she began experimenting with more stimulating methods.  
She also honed her political skills by guiding the school through denominational divisions in the 
town. In her free time, she studied history and painting and mingled with the local elite.  Her 
friendship with John Willard, a physician turned Republican officeholder, led to their marriage. 
In 1809, Hart married Dr. John Willard, a widower of fifty with four young children, 
when she was just twenty-one years old.  “Her youth, accomplishments, and virtues, won the 
heart of the prominent citizens of Middlebury.”114  Emma Willard gave birth to her only son, 
John Willard in 1810.  She was committed to her domestic responsibilities, but when her nephew 
came to board with her, she studied his Westfield Academy textbooks in the evenings.  The 
marriage was happy, and the couple had similar thoughts about many topics, it seemed that all 
was well for Mrs. Willard never to return to the teaching profession.115  Dr. Willard was a 
member of the board for the State Bank of Vermont.  After a robbery, and, or poor banking 
decisions by the state bank,116 Mrs. Willard began to run a school out of their home to help 
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116 Kenneth A. Degree, "Malfeasance or Theft? What Really Happened at the Middlebury 
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support her family.  The historical story of the bank’s troubles was documented in “Malfeasance 
or Theft? What Really Happened at the Middlebury Bank of the Vermont State Bank.”117 
Willard has been labeled as “the pioneer of Higher Education for Women.”118  Her 
childhood residence is now a part of Middlebury College, a small liberal arts school.  An 
educator focusing her talents on social studies and history,119 she would go on to pen textbooks 
in geography and history that would be well-received and sometimes translated into German and 
Spanish.120  In her famous A Plan for Improving Female Education,121 she wrote, “This plan of 
education, offers all that can be done to preserve female youth from a contempt of useful labor.  
The pupils would become accustomed to it, in conjunction with the high objects of literature, and 
the elegant pursuits of the fine arts; and it is to be hoped that both from habit and association, 
they might in future life, regard it as respectable.”122  The Plan discusses not only how female 
students should be instructed but what they should study.  The paper is divided into four main 
headings with the most important heading for the purposes of this dissertation being: “Sketch of 
a Female Seminary.” IV.  Suitable Instruction.  This heading is divided by Willard into four 
																																								 																				
117 Ibid. 
 
118 Susan Grigg, "Willard, Emma Hart,” American National Biography Online, February 
2000, accessed June 17, 2016, http://www.anb.org/articles/09/09-00806.html. 
 
119 Vermont Historical Society/VWHP. Person Detail: Emma Hart Willard. 2006, 
accessed March 29, 2015, http://womenshistory.vermont.gov/?TabId=61&personID=15.  
 
120 Townsend, Lucy F. and Barbra Wiley, LibGuides: Research Collections in Women’s 
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areas: 1. Religious and Moral 2. Literary Instruction [academics] 3. Domestic instruction and 4. 
Ornamentals. Music falls under the Ornamental area of education, but to fully provide 
understanding of how Willard judged music and other subjects, brief selections summarizing 
Willard’s thoughts on each area of education are included. 
1. RELIGIOUS AND MORAL.  The trustees would be careful to appoint no 
instructors who would not teach religion and morality, both by their example and 
by leading the minds of their pupils to perceive that these constitute the true end 
of all education. 
2. LITERARY INSTRUCTION.  “To make an exact enumeration of the branches 
of literature that might be taught would be impossible unless the time of the 
pupils’ continuance at the seminary and the requisites for entrance were 
previously fixed…”  “The difficulty complained of is, not that we are at a loss 
what sciences we ought to learn, but that we have not proper advantages to learn 
any.”  Women should learn the “operations of the human mind,” including “Moral 
Philosophy and Natural Philosophy.”  Willard provides an example about 
understanding earthquakes and how to share that phenomenon with a young child.   
3. DOMESTIC INSTRUCTION should be considered important in a female 
seminary.  It is the duty of our sex to regulate the internal concerns of every 
family ; and, unless they be properly qualified to discharge this duty, whatever 
their literary or ornamental attainments, they cannot be expected to make good 
wives, good mothers, or good mistresses of families ; and, if they are none of 
these, they must be bad members of society ; for it is by promoting or destroying 
the comfort and prosperity of their families that females serve or injure the 
community.” 
4. ELEGANT ARTS.  It has been doubted whether painting and music should be 
taught to young ladies, because much time is requisite to bring them any 
considerable degree of perfection, and they are not immediately useful.  Though 
these objections have weight, yet they are founded on too limited a view of the 
objects of education.  They leave out the important consideration of forming the 
character.  I should not consider it an essential point that the music of a lady’s 
piano should rival that of her master’s; or that her drawing-room should be 
decorated with her own paintings rather than those of others ; but it is the intrinsic 
advantage she might derive from the refinement of herself that would induce me 
to recommend to her an attention to these elegant pursuits.123 
 
Willard believed that the benefits of a publically supported female seminary system could 
provide teachers for common schools because teaching is an outcropping of nurturing and 
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mothering.124  She also mentions that boarding schools that were not seminaries did not teach 
academic subjects.125  Willard concludes by reiterating that a well-educated female population 
will “prolong or perpetuate our excellent government.”126 
Although the hundredth anniversary of the school in 1914 is outside the scope of this 
dissertation, the catalog from that year contained extra information about the school, including a 
brief history.  The 1914-1915 Emma Willard School Catalogue of Members stated, “In 1819 the 
patron of Waterford, New York, urged its [Middlebury Academy] removal to that town, believe 
the richer State of New York would grant its appropriation.  The Legislature did not grant an 
endowment, but the application led to the allowing of a portion of the literature fund for girls’ 
schools to be given to the school.  This was the first legislation [sic] appropriation of money for 
the education of girls.”127  This applies to the state of New York, specifically, but is still a 
notable achievement.  In 1821, the Waterford Seminary was relocated to Troy, New York, with 
additional faculty to support the new school. 
In the early days at Troy Female Seminary, Willard perfected a new method of teaching 
geography.  She noted that if pupils made comparisons and had visuals such as maps, they would 
do more than memorize facts about places and would learn how to study geography.  Willard’s 
method is similar to the educational beliefs of famous Swiss educator Pestalozzi, and, based on 
Trudy Hanmer’s (author of the school’s most recent history) assessment of the situation, she was 
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definitely aware of his writings on education.  She did not consider herself a Pestalozzian nor did 
she feel that her method was based on his.  Hanmer writes, “Had Pestalozzi been alive in the 
1830s, she [Willard] might have expected him to style himself a Willardian.”128  Her first 
textbook on Geography that supported her method of teaching was published with William 
Chauncey Woodbridge in 1822.129 
Mindful of how teaching helped her earn money to continue her own personal studies, 
Willard offered financial support to student who were unable to pay tuition.  Solomon130 notes 
that Zilpah Grant and Katharine Beecher also lent monies for tuition if students would become 
teaching assistants during or after their education.  She writes, “the more prestigious the school, 
the more likely that some students earned their way.”131  In a letter132 from Willard to Z. R. 
Shipperd, Esq., dated Middlebury, Vermont April 13, 1817, there is further insight into paying 
tuition from the educator’s prospective.  “Do not give too much uneasiness, Sir, with respect to 
Minerva’s school bill.  We are perfectly sensible that the times are hard.  Indeed, if this had not 
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been the case Dr. Willard would not have written you on the subject.  If it should be not 
convenient to you to pay it this spring, I hope it will not make any different with regard to 
Minerva’s returning to school.  I have anticipated much pleasure in having her with me this 
summer and I should feel disappointed were she not to come.” 
Willard felt all women should have access to higher education and there is documentation 
that she felt women would make excellent teachers.  She encouraged her alumnae to become 
teachers, made recommendations to district supervisors and principals about which graduating 
Troy Female Seminary student would be adequate for their hiring needs, and assisted her 
alumnae in salary negotiations—including consideration on level of education and cost of living.  
Hanmer again offers guidance: “In a letter recapping her belief in the suitability of women to 
become teachers, she claimed, ‘I do not wish women to act out of their sphere…but it is time [to] 
enlarge their sphere from the walls of their own houses to the limits of the school district.’”133 
Willard also said, “St. Paul said women must not speak in churches but nowhere did he say that 
they must not speak in schoolhouses.”134 
Horace Mann, Catharine Beecher, and Thomas Galludet also advocated for educating 
females to be teachers.135  During this time common-local schools were taught by rote 
memorization and employed corporal punishment.  Willard was highly respected by men in the 
educational community both private and public.  As discussed in her main biography by John 
Lord,136 Willard received many letters from private schools and wealthy families who were 
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seeking teachers in all disciplines (including music and dancing).137  Superintendents of common 
schools queried her, not only about geography, but also about running of common schools.138 
Willards’s nieces were well-educated musicians, and had success in their early years. 
Jane Porter Lincoln was a teacher at the school from 1841 until 1843.  Mary Lydia Treat, Lydia 
Hart’s daughter, attended Troy Female Seminary from 1822 until 1826 and afterwards was a 
successful music teacher for some years.  Both of these nieces died young: Mary Treat was only 
twenty-two years old when she died139 and Jane Porter Lincoln’s death was brought about by a 
train accident in New Jersey.140  
In 1830, Willard made her first trip to Europe.  In France she was a guest of The Marquis 
de Lafayette, the general from France who fought in the American Revolutionary War.  
According to Lord, she spent much time in the company of Lafayette’s daughters, accompanying 
them “to operas, theatres, churches, balls, and fêtes.  She [Willard] is [was] not only presented to 
the queen, but she is [was] invited to court balls.”141   
Willard retired as principal in 1838 and left her son John H. Willard and his wife Sarah L. 
Willard as her successors.142  In 1846, Willard and her niece Jane Porter Lincoln toured the 
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southern and western states promoting female education for all women.  Along the way they 
visited with former students who were then teaching.143 
Willard would continue to assist female education following the Civil War.  In a letter to 
the Honorable Henry Barnard of the Department of Education in 1867, Willard urged Barnard to 
write to the Honorable Robert Winthrop to suggest that a portion of the Peabody fund be given to 
one or more schools in each southern state and that in doing so they would call themselves 
Peabody schools.  Willard noted that her sister Mrs. Almira Phelps had written a letter to 
Winthrop with the same suggestion and discussed that Willard was compelled for the funds to be 
given because of two letters from educated women who have in their possessions “large 
buildings, used as Ladies’ Schools; but quite broken down by the war and since discontinued.”  
Willard’s efforts to support female education also had a great impact on the country of Greece.144 
Willard however, did not support a woman’s right to vote.  In a letter to Henry Barnard 
she spoke negatively about suffragettes: “I suppose there you men [sic] will preserve your 
appropriate dignity and not allow Susan Anthony, or any other ‘female woman,’ a seat on the 
platform.  It may be foolish—but I am unwilling to expose myself to such mortification for my 
sex, as such their conduct on their part inflects on me.”145  Willard went on to explain how she 
would like women to be viewed, writing, “I want the women to occupy a position, where the 
men may by [while] without exposing themselves, to be turned out of their places.”  Willard 
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helped former students enroll in medical school and to travel as far south or west as they felt 
comfortable.146  Willard supported them in negotiating for fair salaries.147  However, since many 
of the students were required to reimburse Emma Willard School for their tuition upon 
graduation, Willard had a monetary motive for her former students finding gainful employment.  
Willard was savvy and had already created an institution that still stands today, and she 
encouraged all of her students to achieve advanced knowledge in their chosen disciplines. 
Musical Background 
Willard is a documented lyrist; she wrote poetry expressly for the purpose of having it set 
to music.  The most well-known example of her creativity is “Rocked in the Cradle of the 
Deep.”148  The text of the hymn appears in figure 2.  Joseph P. Knight composed the music for 
the piece and it is published in at least 45 hymnals.149  Another piece, “My Own Sunny France,” 
was composed by John C. Andrews (music teacher at Troy Female Seminary 1835-1846) with 
poetry by Mrs. Emma Willard.150 
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Rocked in the cradle of the deep, 
I lay me down in peace to sleep; 
Secure I rest upon the wave, 
For Thou, O Lord, hast power to save. 
I know Thou wilt not slight my call, 
For Thou dost mark the sparrow’s fall. 
Refrain 
And calm and peaceful is my sleep, 
Rocked in the cradle of the deep; 
And calm and peaceful is my sleep, 
Rocked in the cradle of the deep. 
And such the trust that still were mine, 
Though stormy winds sweep o’er the brine, 
Or though the tempest’s fiery breath 
Rouse me from sleep to wreck and death, 
In ocean cave still safe with Thee, 
The germ of immortality. 
Refrain 
Figure 2: “Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep” Source: Joseph P. Knight and Emma H. 
Willard, “Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,” accessed June 2, 2016, 
http://www.hymnary.org/text/rocked_in_the_cradle_of_the_deep. 
 
The Willard school, while non-denominational, was a Christian oriented school.  Bible 
instruction was given, prayer meetings were held, and students were supervised by faculty at 
their chosen places of worship each week.  As an Episcopalian, Willard was accustomed to 
congregational and group singing.  Other musical performances were included at school 
meetings and during ceremonies, including at the close of the end of year examinations.  In the 
spring of 1831 the hymn “Blessings Crown our Youthful Days” was sung by the pupils.151  
Willard also counselled parents or relatives about the abilities, needed areas of study, and 
overall life course of their daughters and charges.  In a letter152 to Mills Olcott, Esq., dated April 
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14, 1827, Willard advises Olcott on Sarah, his daughter, studying voice.  Based on the wording, 
Olcott had inquired about his daughter pursuing voice in a previous letter.  
“About two weeks since I took up your letter to answer it and as a previous step called on 
Sarah to sing for me.  She then had a cold, I told her I must wait till it was better, as I 
must absolutely hear her sing before writing to you.  This morning she has sung to me 
and I am satisfied that she has a good voice and that she will not disappoint her friends in 
cultivating it.  We have not heretofore urged Sarah much with respect to singing, because 
it is necessary she should first learn to play.  Experience teaches us that where pupils 
attempt singing while they play imperfectly it is injurious to their style of singing, altho 
[sic] we wish to have them sing enough to try their voices and to be acquiring by degrees, 
that self possession which is essential to good performance.”  
 
The letter goes on to discuss that Sarah had been timid about her abilities to read in front 
of the school during the public examinations, but that Willard counseled her to trust her abilities.  
Summary 
Emma Hart Willard lived during a time of changing roles for women.  She ha 
documented ideas that were patriarchal, and, given her resistance to women’s suffrage, she 
would not have labeled herself a feminist.  When a divorce was necessary in her own personal 
life, Willard left New York and sought dissolution of the marriage in Connecticut.153  Perhaps 
she was protecting her name from being blighted by her choice to remove herself from her 
second marriage.  She supported many of her students in finding quality education and training.  
She was caring and supportive of her relatives who possessed musical talent and gave advice to 
parents and pupils about their musical studies.  She was a lyricist who collaborated to create 
vocal music and had her pupils sing some of those pieces.  Emma Hart Willard died on the 
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fifteenth of April in 1870 and she was buried in Oakwood Cemetery in Troy, New York.154  The 
school she founded as Troy Female Seminary was renamed in her honor in 1895.
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CHAPTER IV 
MUSIC EDUCATION AT TROY FEMALE SEMINARY 1820s-1894 
After examining secondary sources, it is clear that music education occurred at the Troy 
Female Seminary. Information is available about a few female music instructors.155  Willard 
considered musical study for her students to be one of intrinsic benefits.156  There is little 
available in secondary sources about the course offerings or pedagogy used at Troy Female 
Seminary.  Howe’s book states, “In 1840 the catalog listed piano, harp, guitar, and singing 
lessons taught by three teachers, and the courses were described as ‘ornamental branches.’ By 
1848 there were seven music teachers, and organ was added. The school was called a 
‘conservatory’ in the late nineteenth century.”157   
Visiting the archives at the Emma Willard School (previously Troy Female Seminary 
until 1895) in December 2015 and June 2016, I found that information about the music 
curriculum was available through school catalogs.  The Catalogue of Members served as both a 
recruitment pamphlet with information about the teachers, school curriculum, and the application 
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process, and as a keepsake with graduate’s names, a roster of students from the previous year, 
and in some years, selected notes from the examiners. 
Investigation of the school catalogs provided information about musical course offerings 
at the school.  In the 1819-1820 catalog there is a note that music lessons are 12 dollars per 
quarter and the use of the piano is one dollar per quarter.158  The same is listed in the 1825-1826 
catalog.159  It is likely that Miss Angelica Gilbert was the only music teacher at the school during 
this time.  In the 1829-1830 catalog, music is listed as an “extra branch” with an added cost for 
piano, harp, or guitar, including use of the instruments.160  Also, the catalog notes that “extra 
Singing Lessons” are available at the additional cost of 11 dollars per term.  A note at the bottom 
of the same page explains, “Mrs. Willard having recently obtained, at a high salary, a first rate 
professor of music, cannot afford his instructions to her pupils at the former rate of $11 dollars 
per quarter; but those who prefer to be instructed by the former teachers, will only be charged 
that sum.  The same attention as heretofore, will be paid to the singing of pupils without any 
extra charges ; but where regular singing lessons are given by Mr. Powell, the above charge of  
$11 dollars per quarter will be made.”161  This suggests that vocal training was provided free of 
charge to students beginning in the fall of 1830.  Free singing instruction is quite significant, 
because it meant that even students who had no extra money beyond tuition, or those who were 
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bartering future teaching for their tuition could have availed themselves of singing instruction.  
Mr. H. M. T. Powell seems to have been the first male vocal teacher at Troy Female Seminary.  
Mr. Powell appears on the teacher list of the school catalog through the spring of 1832, but does 
not appear in the 1832-1833 catalog’s list of teachers.162  In the early catalogs only teacher’s 
names are listed with no note of what subjects they were responsible for teaching.  The 1841-
1842 Catalogue of Members lists payment for music on piano, harp, and guitar, painting, 
drawing, botany, chemistry, and languages (French, Spanish, and Italian) again with no mention 
of a fee for singing lessons.  It states, “All pupils are taught the science of Music and the singing 
of Sacred Music.”163  From this evidence and the fact that in the catalogs from 1829 until 1835 
the fee is for “Extra Singing,” it appears that instruction in singing as a group was available as 
part of the regular tuition. 
The next notable addition was to the 1848-1849 Catalogue of Members where faculty are 
listed in a general academic group, and then the remaining faculty are listed in three specialized 
departments: music, drawing and painting, and domestic.164  The music department of 1848-1849 
was Gustave Blessner, piano, violin, Elizabeth Blessner, piano, singing, guitar, harp, Mary M. 
Ely, piano, singing, Faustina H. Hodges organ, piano, singing, Sarah E. Granger, piano, singing, 
Emma W. Weston, piano, singing.165  The music department of 1849-1850 was Gustave 
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Blessner, piano, violin, Elizabeth Blessner, piano, singing, guitar, harp, Mary M. Ely, piano, 
singing, Faustina H. Hodges organ, piano, singing, V. Emma Miller, piano, Mary E. Thompson, 
piano, singing, Emily Hanley, harp, piano, guitar, singing, Caroline E. Weeks piano, singing.  
Some faculty tenures were as short as one year.  Teacher turnover is a phenomenon of present 
day education, as well.  The names do not appear in alphabetical order, and seniority was likely 
used to organize the names of faculty.  This is supported by an examination comment in the 
1853-1854 Catalogue of Members that lists Mr. Thorbecke as principal166, and he is the first 
name listed in the music department of that year. 167  Instruments are also not listed 
alphabetically.  Fees for instrumental lessons and instrument use appear in the catalog. Catalogs 
between 1829 and 1836 specifically state “extra Singing Lessons.”  In the 1836-1837 Catalogue 
of Members the word “extra” is not included.168  In the 1862-1863 Catalogue of Members 
“Music and Drawing” are elevated in importance because competency in either could replace 
credits for foreign language study for a diploma.169  For two school years from the fall of 1870 
through the spring of 1872 guitar instruction was not available.170  When John and Sarah Willard 
retired and Emily Wilcox became the next principal for the 1872-1873 school year the school 
struggled.  The end of the Civil War saw the namesakes of the institution no longer present in the 
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day to day administration of the school, donations were at an all-time low,171 and enrollment 
decreased as well.  There are no catalogs available for the years from 1872-1873 through 1878-
1879, and Miss Wilcox (a grand-niece of Emma Willard) closed the boarding department.172  
This ultimately helped to keep the school open during a difficult period. 
The 1879-1880 catalog173 only contains a general list of teachers and the school was still 
a day school.  In 1881-1882, a note from the principal states that local teachers will be sought to 
provide instruction on musical instruments.174  The 1884-1885 catalog175 lists Edward J. 
Connolly as a music teacher and choral class is listed as an extra expense at the rate of five 
dollars per term.  This continues through the 1888-1889 catalog.176  In the 1892-1893 Catalogue 
of Members there is music for students in the primary [elementary] department focused on 
singing, but there is no note of music for the older students and Connolly is absent from the 
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faculty roster.177  Connolly re-joined the faculty in 1893-1894 for the same choral class.178  The 
reinstatement of Connolly may have occurred because by 1893-1894 the school’s administration 
knew a dedicated building for music and art was going to be built.179  The most interesting part 
of this manifestation is that choosing to cut, as Miss Wilcox would have referred to them, “the 
ornamental studies” when a school is financially struggling is a practice sometimes used today.  
However, in this particular case Miss Wilcox, with the help of the Board of Trustees, the Gurley 
Family, the Sage Family, and the Quackenbush Family, was able to revive the school, even to 
new heights, in just over twenty years with benefit for students of all disciplines. 
Examination Comments on Music 
Another piece of data concerning musical studies is available from the “Notes of Public 
Examination.”180  These notes are compiled by the yearly examination committee and are 
reminiscent of report card comments, except that, instead of focusing on one student’s 
performance, the published comments focus on an entire graduating class’s abilities and 
performances on written and oral examinations over a week’s time.  The exams occurred at the 
end of the winter or spring term.  Public examination was necessary because no formal 
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standardized testing existed in New York until 1865.181  Outside examiners (professors, clergy 
members, members of the business community, etc.) were brought to the school to give 
examinations to the graduating students to ensure competency of knowledge in the academic 
areas studied by the students. 
Music, Art, and other ornamental subjects were not on the formal schedule for 
examination.  Performances in music were given in between other examinations (Chemistry, 
Literature, Algebra, Latin, etc.) and visual artwork was displayed around the examination hall 
(see Figure 3).  The comments about music varied from year to year —from a standardized note 
of ‘high achievement’ with mentions of ‘singing, piano, harp,’ to very detailed information about 
the performances given.182 
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Figure 3: The Examination Room of Troy Female Seminary,  
Source: Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1849-1850, Emma Willard 
School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
The very first notes of examination are from the 1844-1845 school year.  Music is 
addressed in the same short paragraph as drawing and painting.183  This did not happen in 
subsequent years.  The examiners note that all of the singing and performances on piano and 
harp were “creditable to the teachers and scholars…” and that, “many instances were superior to 
the efforts of professed public singers and performers.”184  In the 1849-1850 report, it is shared 
that music does not have a written examination.  “The fatigues of a protracted examination were 
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relieved at intervals by music.”185  The schedule of testing was Thursday-Saturday and Monday-
Wednesday from half past eight in the morning through three or four in the afternoon.186  The 
first mention of choral music performance occurs in the 1853-1854 catalog, “under the direction 
of principal, Mr. Thorbecke.”187  This note demonstrated that during that year all students studied 
vocal music and that teachers in departments are listed in hierarchal order, as Edward 
Thorebecke is listed first in the music department in the same catalog. 
The examination comments from 1854-1855 are signed by a committee and the 
paragraph on music, “congratulates this Institution on the success with which it cultivates this 
[music] branch of study.” 188  The committee also notes that they would like music to be, “an 
important part of education for all.”189  In 1856-1857 a report by the Chairman Calvin Pease 
demonstrates advanced musical abilities of students at Troy Female Seminary—although we do 
not know the musical background of the person(s) who wrote the comments.  “The musical 
instruction by the Seminary is evidently of a high order.  The pieces which were interspersed to 
relieve the tiresomeness of the prolonged examinations were generally performed with a high 
degree of taste, and power of execution ; and the Concert of Pupils and Teachers on Tuesday 
evening, was uncommonly brilliant, displaying very fine voices and a high degree of cultivation 
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in this direction.”190  The note from the next year, 1857-1858 is unsigned and similar in content, 
but specifically mentions singing, piano and harp performances and that the evening concert, 
“would not have appeared out of place in an Academy of Music.”191 
On page nineteen of the 1864-1865 catalog the examiners comments highlight feelings 
that music was prominent and significant to the curriculum at Troy Female Seminary. 
The Music Education which the pupils of this Seminary have within their reach, is 
by no means the least of the advantages to be derived from a course of study here.  Music 
is evidently made much of, and held to be something higher than a mere accomplishment.  
The Principals introduced it freely into the Examination exercises, as if they believed in 
its blessed power to elevate the thoughts, refine the sentiments, and increase the health of 
the whole being.  Its influence was easily discernible over the entire body of pupils.  
Music was esteemed as an essential part of education among the Greeks as Gymnastics ; 
and the Germans would think their schools must soon lose their chief interest and 
enticement for young persons, if singing was dropped from the prescribed course.  We 
found it holding a prominent place in the studies of the Troy Female Seminary, and 
record the discovery with unaffected pleasure.  In the future of our systems of popular 
education, there is no doubt that this branch will enter much more largely than it ever yet 
has into the pupil’s intellectual and spiritual development.192 
 
The next year (1866-1867) the examiners comments include notes about specific teachers 
of music with the female instructors named as assistants to the male teachers.  The 1867-1868 
examiner notes are similar in content, and mention Messrs. Philippi and Kirpal by name again, 
but leave the female teachers completely unmentioned. 
1866 MUSIC--The more arduous exercises of the day were relieved by musical 
performances of the scholars introduced at the end of each recitation, and designed to 
exhibit their proficiency in the arts as well as to diversify the proceedings.  The great 
importance usually attached to this branch of education elicited the close attention of the 
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Committee.  The more modern and elaborated styles of music seem to have received the 
most study, though the power and genius of the classic models have, by no means, been 
ignored or forgotten.  Several pieces, including arrangements from the operas by 
Thalberg, Ascher, and others, concert pieces by Weber and Liszt, and some standard 
vocal compositions, were rendered creditably by the pupils, and artistically by the 
instructors.  With the exception of Mr. Kirpal, the talent displayed was wholly matured 
and developed in the Seminary, reflecting great credit upon the thoroughness and 
excellent of taste of Messrs. Philippi and Kirpal, and their lady assistants, Misses Briggs, 
Titus, Dean, and Hill.  In the matter of music, the popular taste of this country needs and 
is capable of an immense amount of improvement, and those who are anxious for it may 
look with confidence to the gentlemen just named as being well qualified to do their part 
in so honorable a task. Signed C. E. Dutton.193  
The most detailed comment about music is from Gustave Fisher, in 1869: 
5.  One of the most striking features of the educational system pursued in this 
Seminary, is the Musical development of the pupils.  If we consider music as a mere 
accomplishment, we would be compelled to acknowledge, that, in both vocal and piano 
music, that degree of excellence is obtained, which is the coveted aim of all ladies, 
moving in refined society.  Some of the singers showed astounding virtuosity; the 
greatest and most formidable difficulties were surmounted with perfect ease.  The purity 
of intonation, the classicity [sic] of the school made me believe that I was in a musical 
conservatory of Paris or Berlin. 
But music is not treated as a mere accomplishment.  We see distinctly that here is 
a higher aim, and that music is made a vehicle of the training of taste, in its noblest sense.  
The performance of Beethoven’s Sonatas, especially in C sharp minor; and of Chopin, 
the difficult and classic Scherzo in B flat minor, and other pieces, showed that the ladies 
had absorbed, as it were, the spirit of these great compositors [sic].  Every bar showed 
that they had understood the genius of him whom they were interpreting.  The same high 
praise attaches to the vocal performances.  While the teachers of this Institution know 
how to develope [sic] the human voice, and how to make their scholars pass, with perfect 
ease, over difficulties which would break down every common performer, they, at the 
same time, succeed in infusing into these youthful voices such a soul, such a tenderness 
of the most touching emotions, that I am still hearing the lovely and touching notes, 
which made me forget everything else while I was listening. 
I infinitely regret that it was not allowed to me, to witness these examinations to 
their end, but I can well infer, from these fragments, the impression that the whole 
examination must make on every hearer. 
When it is the aim of the leaders of this Institution [sic] to teach what they are 
teaching, with the greatest thoroughness, and the most minute details; I can only say this, 
that every simple branch is treated with a perfection, as if this branch alone was studied 
in the Institution [sic].  But their aim is evidently higher, for the know how to 
accommodate every science, and department to its sister science, by combining them 
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harmoniously to a whole.  While they do not allow one specialty to prevail over another, 
they impart to the minds, which they have to develope [sic], that harmony which is the 
only true foundation and aim of sound mental culture. 
Before I came to hear this examination, I was not acquainted with a single one of 
the teachers or pupils, or with a single one of its conductors.  When there was a bias 
operating on me, it was that of the things which I saw, not that of the persons with whom 
I formed an acquaintance, an acquaintance [sic] which I shall forever treasure.  
I remain with high respect, 
Your obedient servant, 
GUSTAVUS FISCHER.194 
 
A slightly shortened and edited version of this note appears in the following year’s 
catalog (1870-1871) and is signed “Prof. Gustavus Fischer and others.”195  From this comment 
information is provided about the types of composers the piano students were studying and that 
interpretive skills are also being taught.  
Comments on examinations are not included in the later catalogs, and the Seminary 
Conservatory catalogs do not contain information on examinations.  The advent of certifications, 
state testing, and the fact that the Emma Willard School would remain a college preparatory 
program in later years, meant that public examination fell out of place for the program and 
therefore, further insight into student abilities must be garnered from other sources. 
Music Students at Troy Female Seminary 
From reading letters of students at Troy Female seminary from the 1820s through the 
1880s and an investigation of Emma Willard and her Pupils; or, Fifty Years of Troy Female 
Seminary, 1822-1872, edited by Mrs. A. W. Fairbanks and Mrs. Russell Sage, published in 1896, 
the overall impression is that music was both enjoyed and revered by the students of Troy 
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Female Seminary.  Virginia Anderson wrote to her mother in 1895 that she enjoyed a harp 
concert given at school and noted, “The singing was also very good and may improve me.”196  
The letter goes on to request that her parents browse the catalog she sent to them to advise her on 
what extra branches to take the following school year.  Singing was compulsory or at least not an 
extra expense based on the language of the letter. This is also substantiated by the wording of 
fees for music lessons between 1829-1836, “Extra Singing Lessons,” and the note that appears in 
some catalogs that all students would study music as a science and would sing “Sacred” music.  
A singing school was mentioned in a letter home by Mary D. Huntington to her brother Frederic, 
and it was probably held at a nearby church.  “I am glad to hear that you attend Mr. Kingley’s 
singing school, and that you are as well pleased with it.  There is a singing school here every 
Wednesday and Saturday evening and I have been very regular.  The teacher’s name is Mr. 
P(eillings).  He has a school in Pitts(ferles) too.”197. 
Other music instruction was an extra cost to the students, and billing occurred after a 
student was already at Troy and in school.  Parents would receive the charge for their lessons 
after the students had already begun training.  Given that the Willards often allowed bills to go 
unpaid if the family was in need or if the student was supporting herself through school, it seems 
that perhaps lessons during this time could have been paid for long after the lesson took place.  
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This practice most likely ended with the establishment of the Seminary Conservatory in 1895, 
because the business policies of that institution required timely payment.198 
Jane Burritt sent this bill to her Uncle in 1836, 
To Mrs. Richards__________ Dr. ________  Tuition of Niece one yr, $5.00 
French      $5.00 
Music and Use of piano $12.00 
Board for 18 weeks  $26.00 
Contingencies     $4.75 
Washing     $5.83 
Total     $58.58  Troy Seminary April 28 1836 record of payment199 
In the late 1840s the Bedell family had similar charges sent to them200 for their daughter 
Martha.201  Singing lessons were eleven dollars, guitar lessons were ten dollars and the use of the 
guitar was two dollars for the term.  Students at Troy Female Seminary seem to have been 
serious about their musical studies, “Last Saturday was the examination in music, a preparation 
for the second, the performance on the piano, guitar, and harp.  Martha would be pleased to hear 
them sing; it is considered here as a part of the education, but while attention is paid to this, the 
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different branches of study are not neglected.”202 Although not every pupil was able to afford 
private music lessons, they all attended concerts given by their peers.  “I practice one hour each 
day, but do not take music lessons, I hope to next term.  Two of the music teachers, vis: Misses 
Briggs and Titus, have taken a great fancy to me and I to them; last night I dressed up in my 
gymnastic dress.203 
Based on many entries in the school’s published book of self-reported survey data 
collected by Mary Mason Fairbanks and Mrs. Russell Sage, over sixty students who returned 
biographical surveys taught music for at least part of their life after attending Troy Female 
Seminary.  For a complete list of the women who self-reported as music teachers or music 
professionals in the published work, see Appendix B.204  Some of their careers as music 
educators show multiple years and schools, and others are quite short.  As mentioned previously 
in the chapter of male and female educators at Troy Female Seminary, few women continued to 
teach after marriage. 
Ruth Newcomb Hastings taught music until 1857 while she was a student at Troy Female 
Seminary, and later taught music, drawing, and painting in New Haven Connecticut.  She 
married in 1860.205  Celia E. Hatch taught music and painting at the school of Mrs. S. J. Life 
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(Rey Seminary) in Muncy, Pennsylvania, before marrying John W. Bissel in 1869.206  Mary 
Elizabeth Jackson taught at a private school in Troy and gave music instruction for two years 
before marrying George L. Brown in 1870.207  Out of the sixty-four alumnae of Troy Female 
Seminary who mentioned teaching music during or after their time as students at Troy Female 
Seminary more than half208 of them stopped their career when they married.  One notable 
exception to this trend was Lucy Elizabeth Gregory who was, “a successful music teacher for 
twenty years, continuing after her marriage in 1845 to Col. Roby Gustavus Stone.”209  Other 
alumnae taught for many years before marriage, and/or after becoming a widow.  Still others 
including Anna Ogden March210 and Edla Eloise Gregg211 devoted themselves to teaching music.  
Others in the book who did not self-report as music teachers noted a love of playing music that 
they shared with their families. 
Harriet S. Andrews, daughter of John C. Andrews, was a music instructor for many years, 
teaching between 1842 and 1850 in Castleton, Vermont, Owego, New York, Columbus Ohio, 
and at Hampton College in Virginia.  She spent four years assisting her father at the Wilcox 
Institute before accepting the position as the head of the music department at McKinley 
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Seminary.  She was married to Dr. S. F. Perkins in 1856 and ended her teaching career until his 
death in 1868, when she resumed teaching private lessons in Alabama and New Jersey.212 
Annie W. Glines married Chandler Porters in 1858 and, after he died in 1873, she 
relocated to Boston to study music. From 1873 to 1876 she held the contralto position for the 
New England Quartette of the New England Church. From 1881 to1888 she was a voice 
instructor at the New England Conservatory of Music.  In 1889 she remarried to Adam 
Darling.213 
Elizabeth Cassandra Nason, after graduating from Troy Female Seminary in 1872, 
studied music with the “best masters in Boston.”214  She sang at churches in Troy and Albany 
New York and was the leading soprano in Syracuse.  In 1874 she went abroad to Bayreuth and 
when she returned she again sang in Boston.  In 1892 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania she was the 
leader of the Quartette of the Second Presbyterian Church and teacher of singing and voice 
culture.  She was also an accomplished pianist.  She died of pneumonia in 1893.215 
Julia Wright, who was a student in 1853. On the recommendation of Mrs. Willard she 
went to teach in Amelia County Virginia, at the county seat on the Appomattox River.  Later she 
taught music in Mississippi, Tennessee, and Danville, Kentucky.  In 1861, she took, “charge of 
the musical [sic] department in a school for young ladies in Bloomington, Illinois before 
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marrying Charles A. Phelps in 1866.  Later in life, “to meet the need of written music for very 
small children, Mrs. Phelps prepared manuscript arrangements for them, establishing a music 
kindergarten system by which children five years old, unacquainted with figures or the alphabet 
begin at once to play [piano], beguiled by blocks and other appliances.”  When her husband died 
in 1883, Mrs. Phelps returned to music teaching.216  
Summary 
 The students of Troy Female Seminary, from the founding of the school through 1893, 
had access to individual music lessons, the science of music, and the singing of sacred music in 
groups.  Many of the students studied music while pursuing other coursework, while some 
students focused specifically on their musical studies.  Music was studied mostly through 
performance, although there was a course called the science of music.  There is no record as to 
what the curriculum comprised.  All students sang and attended concerts of fellow students.  
After graduating from Troy Female Seminary some students became music educators, and 
though some stayed in the northeast region of the United States, others choose to travel to 
southern states including: Alabama, Kentucky, North Carolina, Mississippi, Virginia, and 
Tennessee.  Caroline M. Wadleigh, taught at a young ladies seminary in San Francisco, 
California.
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CHAPTER V 
THE SEMINARY CONSERVATORY: 1895-1905 
The founding of The Seminary Conservatory 
Three buildings were erected between 1892 and 1895 and served as the core buildings for 
Troy Female Seminary/Emma Willard School until the school’s transition to a larger campus at 
its current location on “Mount Ida.”  The Anna Plum Memorial Building was dedicated as the 
Seminary Conservatory Building for Music and Art on Thursday, September 13, 1894.217  “The 
exercises included a vocal solo by Miss Leonora B. Plum, niece of Anna M. Plum, and an 
address by Lewis E. Gurley, President of the Seminary Trustees.”218  Two other buildings were 
erected in a short period, the William Gurley Memorial Hall and the Russell Sage Hall, donated 
by Lewis E. Gurley and the Russell Sage Family, respectively.  
Changes at the school during this time focused on becoming a college preparatory 
secondary school, and not as sometimes recorded, a women’s college.  The confusion lies in the 
fact that the three main buildings (The Anna Plum Memorial, the Gurley Memorial, and Russell-
Sage Hall) exist on what is now Russell-Sage College. However, the buildings were given or 
transferred to the Sage family when the Emma Willard School moved to its current location on 
the corner of Pawling Avenue.  Miss Mary Alice Knox (Principal from 1895-1900) helped the 
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school to establish that its graduates would be well prepared to go on to college or pursue other 
certificates.  She encouraged students to take the Regents Exams (NY State qualifying 
examinations that are still loosely used today) and made sure that students receiving a diploma 
did not have less than a C minus in any course.  During Knox’s tenure, she secured matriculation 
reciprocity with Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley Colleges.  
A Conservatory of Music 
Some texts have mentioned fine quality musicians and a conservatory level music 
education at Troy Female Seminary.  However, they include little other information and provide 
no documentation as to how or why the education was so distinguished.  In 1895, a downtown 
building was donated by Anna M. Arnold Plum Quackenbush (1835 graduate of Troy Female 
Seminary) in memory of her daughter, Anna Plum (1866 graduate of Troy Female Seminary) 
who had succumbed to spinal meningitis in 1887.219  The building (see Figure 4) would serve as 
a conservatory for the arts to honor Miss Plum’s accomplishments.  In the first Seminary 
Conservatory catalog the building is described as containing an office, a concert salon, and six 
music rooms, “well arranged for separate practice.”220  The conservatory went under two names 
during it’s time linked to the main school, The Seminary Conservatory (aka the Emma Willard 
School Conservatory), and was located on Ferry Street next to Gurley Hall.  According to other 
historical writings, the institution served as the music instruction for The Troy Female Seminary 
																																								 																				
219 Hanmer, Wrought With Steadfast Will, 254. 
 
220 The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory of Music, Season 1894-1895, 5, Emma 
Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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but it was “open to all students of music, of either sex and of any age.”221  The building cost 
about $50,000 dollars.222 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: The Anna M. Plum Memorial Building, Source:  Troy Female Seminary 
Catalogue of Members, 1895-1896, Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, 
Troy, NY, 21. 
Miss Marion Sim was listed as the first director and a member of the piano faculty.  The 
first conservatory catalogs also list the Trustees and Principal of Troy Female Seminary.  The 
																																								 																				
221 Ibid., 8. 
  
222 Anderson, “Chapter XVII: The Educational Institutions of Troy,” Landmarks of 
Rensselaer County, New York, 343. 
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institution was under the purview of the Emma Willard School but was open for students 
regardless of age or gender.  “The Conservatory has for its object the formation and development 
of a high musical education.  That this may be attained, competent instructors have been engaged 
for each department.  The course of study taken at this Institute is suitable not only for those who 
wish to make music a profession, but also for amateurs whose sole object is to acquire a correct 
knowledge of music.”223  There were four grades in the 1894-1895 catalogue: Elementary, 
Preparatory, Intermediate, and Advanced.  A section speaks directly to beginners, saying that 
they could make “steady and rapid progress” owing to the lack of possessing “bad habits which 
are so often formed by wrong teaching or careless practice.”224  The building was furnished with 
Wissner pianos (one grand and several upright pianos) and a two manual pipe organ run by water 
motor and built by George S. Hutchings of Boston. 225 
Tuition was additional for instruction at the Seminary Conservatory, and because the 
teachers are also listed in the main school catalogued as faculty, we can conclude that no other 
music instruction was available to the students of the Troy Female Seminary.  The expense of 
lessons entitled a student to “a class lesson once in two weeks.”226  Classes listed in the 1894-
1895 catalogue included Vocal Sight Reading, Harmony and Counterpoint, Ensemble playing, 
and Solfeggio.  These classes were available at a fee for students who were not enrolled in 
																																								 																				
223 The Seminary Conservatory Catalogue: 1894-1895, Emma Willard School Archive, 
Emma Willard School, Troy, NY, 6. 
 
224 Ibid., 7. 
 
225 The Seminary Conservatory Catalogue: 1895-1896, Emma Willard School Archive, 
Emma Willard School, Troy, NY, 21. The pipe organ was built for the school during the 1894-
1895 school year and was installed for the second school year. 
 
226 The Seminary Conservatory Catalogue: 1894-1895, Emma Willard School Archive, 
Emma Willard School, Troy, NY, 7. 
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private lessons at the rate of four or five dollars per term.  Full-time students were also given free 
attendance to concerts and lectures at the conservatory that occurred at least once a month.  The 
catalog also outlines business policies stating that, “tuition, private lessons, arrangement of 
classes, changes of hours, or from one class to another, most [sic] be attended to invariably at the 
office and not with the teachers.”227  This first catalog includes a biography for each teacher (see 
Appendix D), but future catalogs do not. 
The 1895-1896 catalog notes that within one year of its founding the school had 220 
enrolled students, the voice and piano departments were in need of additional faculty, and that 
two clubs for banjo, mandolin, and guitar existed.  About eight concerts were given that year 
filled mostly with student performances.  Tuition increased to thirty dollars for voice or organ; 
fifteen or thirty dollars for piano; twenty or thirty dollars for violin; and twenty dollars for 
violincello, flute, clarinet, and cornet; and fifteen for mandolin, guitar, or banjo.  The 1896-1897 
catalog is similar to the 1895-1896 catalog. 
The most significant addition to the 1897-1898 catalog is the section outlining Diplomas 
and Certifications.  “Diplomas will be conferred only upon students who have gone through the 
regular three years course prescribed by the Conservatory and have passed all examinations with 
the highest honors.  Examinations will take place the first part of June each year.”228  The 
diploma requirements were revised frequently until 1904.  “Certificates are offered to students in 
each grade who have completed the course of the said grade.  These examinations take place 
																																								 																				
227 Ibid., 9. 
 
228 Catalogue of The Seminary Conservatory of Music: 1897-1898, Emma Willard School 
Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY, 8. 
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twice a year.  They are not compulsory and are privately conducted.  The faculty forms the board 
of examiners.”  A Teaching Certificate was added to the catalog, which states, “A special course 
for students desiring to become teachers will be given during the year, for which a Teacher’s 
Certificate will be issued.”229 
The next year (1898-1899) the diploma requirements added a requirement of at least four 
terms of theory and harmony and a passing grade on an examination in history of music.  These 
requirements held for 1899-1900 and 1900-1901.  There is no catalog for the 1901-1902 season, 
but by the 1901-1902 season, enrollment had almost tripled to 594 students.230  In 1902-1903 the 
requirements for theory and harmony were dropped to two years of study.  Subsequent catalogs 
of the Seminary Conservatory list all or a selection of programs given by faculty and pupils as a 
record of the literature studied and performed by different grade levels.  Full-time students were 
also given free attendance to concerts and lectures given at the conservatory at least once a 
month. 
In 1904-1905 a change in directorship occurred with Moritz Hauptmann Emery listed as 
the director.  A slip of paper inserted into the catalog stated, “Names of Faculty to be announced 
later.”231  Free advantages for enrolled students increased from unspecified amounts of lectures 
in music history and theory to include weekly music theory and history lectures, ensemble 
placement (choral and orchestral), enrollment in a special children’s chorus, and free admission 
																																								 																				
229 Ibid. 
 
230 Untitled note, fifth column from the left, Daily Times, Troy, NY, Friday Afternoon, 
June 20, 1902, accessed June 2016, http://www.fultonhistory.com/. 
 
231 The Seminary Conservatory Catalogue: 1904-1905, Emma Willard School Archives, 
Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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to numerous concerts, including those given by guest artists from the Boston and New York area.  
A list of performers in the 1904-1905 catalogue stated, “Mr. Edward Baxter Perry, Pianist; Miss 
Estella Neuhaus, in a Lecture Recital, Mr. Richard Platt, Pianist; and Mrs. Andros Hawley, 
Soprano. Others will be announced later.”232  
Students at the Seminary Conservatory 
Students at the conservatory are documented in the catalogs by their performances and 
their graduation announcement, and also in local and regional newspaper articles.  The following 
excerpt is from a concert review entitled “Studying to Please—Musical Skill.” from the Troy 
Daily Times on March 9, 1900, and features high praises of student performers.  
Last night no less than five of these played each a difficult movement from a concerto 
with the orchestra, and in every case the playing was remarkably good. Miss Jessi W. 
Lessels was the first to appear at the piano, and in the Godard concerto she played with 
nimble fingers and sure memory.  In a movement from a Mendelssohn concerto Miss 
Augusta B. Wendel gave a commanding performance, with combined vigor and accuracy 
that compelled instant admiration.  Miss Beulah Bunce has a particular aptitude for 
Chopin’s music as she again showed last night in a careful and imaginative interpretation.  
Miss Leah F. Curtis gave to the Grieg concerto, with its wild leaps and profusion of 
trying intervals, a dashing and brilliant performance.  In the Saint-Saëns concerto Miss 
Maude E. Landers, by her sweeping control of the keyboard and easy solution of the 
difficulties of the composition made her hearers forget that she was still a pupil. 
 
The program in its vocal number did not fall behind in interest. Mrs. G. C. Steenberg 
sang with appreciative taste two songs.  Miss Isabel F. Ver[s] essayed “More Regal in 
His Low Estate,” from Gounod’s “Queen of Sheba,” and gave it with that pure and 
unexaggerated tone which makes her one of the most promising of local sopranos. W. A. 
McCreedy, long a favorite singer in his own city of Cahoes, gave “Rolling in Foaming 
Billows,” from “The Creation,” and gave it with a rich and well placed voice.  A novel 
and effective number was a Handel aria, given in unison by the following contraltos: 
Misses Ambrose, Bradley, Herrick, Hallenback, [?]ler, Phelps, and Schneider and Mrs. 
G. C. Steenberg.  This made a large, round tone of good quality and well controlled, and 
was a composite voice that was beautiful. 
 
																																								 																				
232 The Seminary Conservatory Catalogue: 1904-1905, slip of paper between pages 2 and 
3, retyped by author, original held at Emma Willard School Archives. 
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The pupils were assisted at the second piano or at the conductor’s station by their 
teachers: Miss Sim and C. A. Stein, for, the piano and Thomas Impett and Allan Lindsay, 
for the voice.  Mr. Lindsay conducted the orchestra in good style.233 
 
Other review articles included titles like “The Conservatory’s Brightest Blossoms,” in the 
Troy Daily Times from Friday May 24, 1901,234 and “What Troy’s Music Pupils Can Do” from 
The Daily Times Troy, New York, on Tuesday Afternoon May 23, 1899235. 
The first graduating class of the Seminary Conservatory celebrated their commencement 
in June of 1902.  Beulah Bunce, Troy; Helen Peverly Ford, Waterford; Emelyn Grace Guernsey, 
Middlebury, Veremont; Jessie Wing Lessels, Troy; Harriet F. Link, Eagle Mills; Louise France 
Mannl, Troy; Anna Margaret Mooney, Troy; Fannie Glass Morgan, Watervliet; Bessie Brown 
Russell, Troy; Mary Eugania Ross; Watervliet; Grace Dorthea Staude, Troy: all were piano 
students and all performed in a recital the year of graduation.236  The class of 1903 was 
comprised of seven piano students and three organ students, and all were female. The graduating 
class of June 1904 had one more member than previous year and was also entirely female.  Male 
students do appear on the “Student Musicales” of these years, but there were more female 
performers, overall. 
																																								 																				
233 “Studying to Please-Musical Skills,” The Troy Daily Times, Troy, New York, no page 
number, first column on left, Friday Afternoon, March 9, 1900, accessed June 2016, 
http://www.fultonhistory.com/. 
 
234 “The Conservatory’s Brightest Blossoms,” The Troy Daily Times, Troy, New York, 
[30?], first column on left, Friday May 24, 1901, accessed June 2016, 
http://www.fultonhistory.com/. 
 
235 “What Troy’s Music Pupils Can Do,” The Troy Daily Times, Troy, New York, no 
page number, Tuesday Afternoon, May 23, 1899, accessed June 2016, 
http://www.fultonhistory.com/. 
	
236 The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory: 1902-1903, 16, retyped by the author, 
Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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Repertoire at the Seminary Conservatory 
The course of study for students by grade and composer is first outlined in the Seminary 
Conservatory catalog of 1902-1903.  It may be that this course was outlined earlier than 1902, 
but there is no available Seminary Conservatory catalogue at the archive from 1900-1901 and no 
catalogs for either Emma Willard School or the Seminary Conservatory were printed in 1901-
1902.  All diploma-seeking students, regardless of instrument, had to pass Harmony II and 
History of Music Theory with at least a 75 percent score to graduate.  They also had to master 
repertoire and other requirements that varied by instrument (See Table 2).  A complete list of all 
required performance coursework for all levels of study at the Seminary Conservatory between 
1895 through 1905 is shown in Appendix E. 
Table 2:  Requirements for Diploma, The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory: 
1902-1903 
Instrument Required Repertoire Other Requirements 
Piano 4 Fugues (from Well-Tempered 
Clavichord) Bach. Played and 
analyzed. 
4 sonatas—Beethoven. 
6 songs without words—Mendelssohn. 
3 important works of Chopin, 
Schumann, Schubert, Liszt. 
At least one concerto. 
A fair repertoire of modern 
compositions. 
 
Some of the mentioned works to 
be memorized. 
To read at sight a selection of 
moderate difficulty. 
Organ 1 sonata—Mendelssohn 
1 sonata—Guilmant. 
2 preludes and fugues—Bach. 
1 symphony—Widor. 
Modern compositions. 
 
Play at sight a piece of 
moderate difficulty. 
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Violin 2 caprices—Rode. 
Op. 73—Dancla. 
1 sonata—Bach. 
2 concertos (unspecified) 
A fair repertoire of modern 
compositions. 
 
Play at sight a piece of 
moderate difficulty. 
Vocal Sing solos, both sacred and secular 
One aria 
Sing with accompaniment major 
and minor scales; all intervals; 
A prepared solfeggio 
To read at sight an exercise or 
song of moderate difficulty. 
Source: The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory: 1902-1903, 11-13, retyped by the 
author, Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
Summary 
 The Seminary Conservatory was established at a turning point in the Troy Female 
Seminary/Emma Willard School history.  The Seminary Conservatory brought new pupils to the 
school, although most additional students were from the Troy area.  Although the Seminary 
Conservatory would teach male and female students, there was no provision for a male student to 
board.  The establishment of the Seminary Conservatory reinstituted private instruction that had 
been variable during the previous two decades of the school’s history and expanded the school’s 
music curriculum by offering music in a class setting with Vocal Sight Reading, Harmony and 
Counterpoint, Ensemble playing, and Solfeggio.  The Emma Willard School as a whole 
benefitted from an expanded degree program when the Seminary Conservatory began granting 
teaching certificates and diplomas in music. 
 The faculty of the Seminary Conservatory included local, national, and international 
musicians, and connections of the faculty and the school’s reputation would bring performers 
from across the country.  The students of the Seminary Conservatory were students of the Troy 
Female Seminary/Emma Willard School, as well as local male and female students of all ages, 
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because the Seminary Conservatory was open to the greater public of the Troy area for musical 
study. 
In 1928, the building was given to Russell Sage College for Women, where it served as 
the first music and art building for the college.  Mrs. Russell Sage was an alumna of the Emma 
Willard School and was made the first female trustee of the school in 1894.237  Today the Anna 
M. Plum Memorial building houses the main administrative offices on the campus.238  In the 
Emma Willard School catalogues, the “Conservatory” and its faculty are mentioned as such 
through the 1930s.  Perhaps the teachers continued to teach the same curriculum, although the 
school had moved to “Mount Ida.” In the 1946-1947 catalogue for Emma Willard Seminary, a 
music department is named with no mention of “Conservatory” or a director.
																																								 																				
237 “It’s First Woman Trustee.” The New York Tribune, New York, NY. October 19, 
1894, no page number. 
 
238 “Anna M. Plum Memorial,” historical advertisement. Located in the Anna M. Plum 
Memorial Building at Russell Sage College, photographed by author, January 13, 2016. 
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CHAPTER VI 
MUSIC EDUCATORS OF TROY FEMALE SEMINARY, THE EMMA WILLARD SCHOOL, 
AND THE SEMINARY CONSERVATORY: 1820s-1904 
As previously stated, the school catalogs do not list information about faculty positions or 
departments until the 1848-1849 catalog, but information from student and faculty letters, 
biographical information from the Sage text, and notes from examiners provided information 
concerning early music educators at Troy Female Seminary.  Both male and female educators 
were employed by the school and later the Seminary Conservatory.  A list of known music 
educators at the Troy Female Seminary and the Seminary Conservatory was compiled by the 
author for this dissertation. (See Appendix A.)  This chapter will discuss faculty biographies and 
faculty contributions to music education at the Troy Female Seminary/Emma Willard School, 
and the Seminary Conservatory divided into male educators and female educators.  The two 
groups will be explored chronologically.  These are not complete biographies, but are meant to 
highlight musical contributions to the school and provide details of the career of each individual. 
Male Educators 
Gustav(e) Blessner has over twenty compositions available through International Music 
Score Library Project.239  Blessner has other pieces but a complete catalog of his compositions 
does not exist.  A composer and piano instructor, Blessner taught at Troy Female Seminary from 
																																								 																				
239 International Music Score Library Project, Petrucci Music Library. “Category: 
Blessner, Gustav,” accessed June 3, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Category:Blessner,_Gustav.  
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1847 to 1850.  He and his wife, Elizabeth, would teach together at other female seminaries after 
leaving Troy.  One student mentions him in her entry in Emma Willard and her Pupils; or, Fifty 
Years of Troy Female Seminary, 1822-1872.  She says, “Her own sprightly recital of her first 
music lesson in Troy Seminary under Prof. Blessner, will have interest for others who in long-
gone years labored to reach the blunt Professor’s standards of excellence.”  Her ancedote goes 
on, “..the Professor siezed my hands—his whole frame shook with emotion.  He said, in harsh 
tones, “Young woman! you [sic] play like one blame fool!”240  Upon leaving Troy Female 
Seminary, Blessner and his wife taught music at the Chestnut Street Female Seminary in 
Philadelphia, the Pittsburgh Female Seminary, and Ontario Female Seminary.  Blessner used his 
name to support piano tuners in newspaper advertisements.241  The harp and guitar advertisment 
from 1846 lists his  contact information as “St. Mary’s School, Raleigh, N.C.,” so perhaps this 
was another school where the Blessners taught music.  Gustave Blessner died in Philadephia, 
Pennsylvania on September 17, 1887.242 
																																								 																				
240 Fairbanks and Russel Sage, Emma Willard and Her Pupils, 365. 
 
241 “Piano Tuner Advertisement.” The Raleigh Register, Raleigh, North Carolina Friday, 
April 4, 1845. “Harp and two Guitars for Sale.” The Raleigh Register, Raleigh, North Carolina, 
Friday, March 20, 1846. Both signed Gustave Blessner. 
 
242 "Pennsylvania, Philadelphia City Death Certificates, 1803–1915." Index. 
FamilySearch, Salt Lake City, Utah, 2008, 2010. From originals housed at the Philadelphia City 
Archives. "Death Records." Accessed from Ancestry.com. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Death 
Certificates Index, 1803-1915[database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, 
Inc., 2011. 
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John C. Andrews was born in Hull, England on February 11, 1802, and he and his wife 
had eleven children.243  They moved to Troy before 1819 (based on where their children were 
born) where he was first a dealer of instruments and then a music store owner.244  Professor 
Andrews taught at Troy Female Seminary from 1835 to 1846.245  One student, Mary Elizabeth 
Williams, was pleased to have him as a teacher and stated, “he is the best singing teacher there is 
here, in fact if I could not take of him I should not care in taking it.”246  Two of his own 
daughters studied at Troy Female Seminary during his tenure there.  Andrews was also a 
composer and had seven songs for piano and voice published between 1842 and 1850.247  “Come 
I’ve something sweet to sing to you”248 (1850) and “Jennie with her bonnie blue E’e”249 (1849) 
																																								 																				
243 Seventh Census of the United States, 1850; (National Archives Microfilm Publication 
M432, 1009 rolls) Records of the Bureau of the Census, Record Group 29; National Archives, 
Washington, D.C. Year: 1850; Census Place: Troy Ward 3, Rensselaer, New York; 
Roll: M432_584; Page: 126A; Image: 259 
 
244 Newspapers in Troy advertised that John C. Andrews was an agent for Dubois and 
Seabury’s French Grand Action Fortepianos. Sheet Music, piano tuner, and church organs.  
 
245 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1835-1836 through 1845-1846. See 
Appendix A for more information. 
 
246 Mary Elizabeth Williams to “Ma,” January 28, 1848, Troy NY, Student Letters 
Collection, Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
247 The Library of Congress, Music Division, “John C. Andrews,” in the Performing Arts 
Encyclopedia, accessed June 12, 2016, 
http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/search?query=name:%22Andrews,%20John%20C.%22&mem
berOf=songamerica&view=thumbnail&sort=titlesort 
 
248 John C. Andrews, “Come I’ve something sweet to sing to you, a favorite ballad,” from 
Performing Arts Encyclopedia, Library of Congress, Music Division, accessed June 12, 2016, 
http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.music.sm1850.480080/default.html. 
 
249 John C. Andrews, “Jennie with her bonnie blue e’e,” from Performing Arts 
Encyclopedia, Library of Congress, Music Division, accessed June 12, 2016, 
http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.music.sm1850.471340/default.html. 
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were both arranged by his colleague, Elizabeth Blessner.  He composed at least one marching 
band composition, entitled “Trojan Quick Step,” which was performed by the Troy City Band.  It 
was self-published and dedicated to John H. Willard, Esq.250 By 1851 John C. Andrews was 
teaching at the Camden Institute (aka Wilcox Female Institute) in Alabama, where his daughter 
Catherine assisted him in teaching. 251  The reasoning behind Andrews’ relocation to the South 
remains unknown.  He died in Alabama at the age of 66.252 
Robert E. Foote joined the Seminary Conservatory faculty in 1897 and he left to work for 
the Troy Conservatory of Music in 1903.  He was an accomplished violin teacher.  During his 
time at the Seminary Conservatory he was also working as a violinist for concerts in the area and 
performed regularly on faculty recitals given at the school.  In 1914 he served as Concertmaster 
for the Troy Symphony Orchestra.253 
 
 
 
																																								 																				
250 John C. Andrews, “The Trojan Quick Step: as performed by the Troy City Band. 
Court House, Seminary, Troy, N.Y. N. Currier’s Lithograph NY, S. Ackerman, Engraver and 
Printer.” from The Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection. John Hopkins University: Sheridan 
Libraries Special Collections. Accessed July 3, 2016, 
http://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/catalog/levy:056.087.  
 
251 Daniel Fate Brooks, “Wilcox Female Institute: A Monument to the Past,” The Camden 
Register, September 22, 1860, 10-11, Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, 
Troy, NY. 
 
252 John C. Andrews, Family Information Sheet, Faculty Collection, Emma Willard 
School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy NY. 
 
253 “The Troy Symphony Orchestra,” The Troy Times, Thursday Afternoon, December 3, 
1914, accessed July 3, 2016, http://fultonhistory.com/Fulton.html.  
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Female Educators 
The earliest identification of a female music teacher was given by a student in a letter 
from the Cole family papers dated 1821.254 It mentioned that Miss Gilbert is an instructress of 
Music and French, that she is possibly 40 years old and once lived in New York [city].  In the 
student letters collection is another notable reference from a student, who was the niece of Emma 
Willard and a future music teacher, Mary L. Treat.  The letter, dated April 13, 1829 to her Father 
states, “I wish very much that I could go to Connecticut before I go back to Troy, but it will not 
be possible as they hardly know how to share me now. I expect-I have to be very industrious 
when I go back, as Miss Smith our principal music teacher is going to leave.”255  Hanmer’s book 
mentions one Ms. Gilbert256 as a teacher during the early years of Troy Female Seminary. 
Angelica Gilbert is listed in the catalogue for Troy Female Seminary for the “term ending 
September 13th 1820.”257 
The most well-known music educator that was uncovered is Faustina Hasse Hodge 
(1820-1895). According to Howe, she “worked as a church organist, and taught organ, piano, 
and voice at Troy Seminary in New York.”258  Hodge was born in England to a family of 
																																								 																				
254 University of Michigan. Letters from Troy Female Seminary 1821-1834. 2015, 
accessed April 1, 2015, http://clements.umich.edu/exhibits/online/womened/ColeTroyRead.html.  
 
255 Mary Lydia Treat to Father, April 13, 1829, Troy NY, Student Letters Collection, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
256 Hanmer, Wrought With Steadfast Will, 123-124. 
 
257 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1819-1820, Emma Willard School 
Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
258 Howe, Women Music Educators in the United States, 20. 
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musicians. Mrs. Hodge composed music as well including a “Te Deum,” sacred and secular 
songs, keyboard pieces, and a vocal trio. 259  One of her piano pieces can be found in American 
Women Composers: Piano Music from 1865-1915.260  In the Troy Female Seminary 1852 
catalog she is listed as professor of organ, piano, and singing.  She taught at Troy Female 
Seminary from 1848 until 1852.  In her section of the Fifty Years261 it states that Mrs. Willard 
heard her singing and playing piano and commented that she should play the harp.  Miss Hodges 
did not know how to play the harp and thus it was decided that she would come to Troy and 
teach piano and singing while studying the harp.  An accomplished organist, Hodge served 
churches from 1853 to 1884. 262  Her biography states that she mastered Chopin, Rubenstein, 
Wagner, and Bach and that at some point in her career she turned her attention to teach 
children.263  She died while working on a biography of her father’s life and the book was 
completed by Miss E. Dodd.264 
Elizabeth Blessner taught at Troy Female Seminary from 1848 to 1850, and was married 
to Gustav Blessner who taught at Troy Female Seminary from 1847 to 1850.  Mrs. Blessner and 
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260 Sylvia Glickman, American Women Composers: Piano Music from 1865-1915 
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262 Ibid., 511. 
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264 Faustina H. Hodges, Edward Hodges: Doctor in Music of Sydney Sussex College, 
Cambridge; Organist of the Churches of St. James and St. Nicholas, Bristol, England, 1819-
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her husband moved to Philadelphia in 1851 to work at the Chestnut Street Female Seminary, a 
school that was endorsed by Emma Willard and Sarah L. Willard.265  In 1867, she and her 
husband are both listed as faculty at the Pittsburgh Female College (founded in 1855).  Mrs. 
Blessner is listed in the Instrumental Music faculty and Mr. Blessner is listed as the Principal of 
Music Department. 266  As noted earlier in this chapter, she was an arranger on at least one of 
John C. Andrews’s pieces, but no other details of her musical work or life were discovered 
during this investigation.  She died on August 30, 1890 in Flushing New York, and was survived 
by one daughter.267 
Jane Anne Andrews, daughter of music educator and composer John C. Andrews, 
followed in her father’s footsteps and became a music teacher.  She taught at Troy Female 
Seminary from 1841 to 1844, and is listed as a teacher of piano and singing.  Jane Ann Andrews 
has a large biography in the Sage text on pages 802-804, while most entries are only a sixth of 
one page.  She was seventeen years old when her father moved the family to Troy Female 
Seminary and Miss Andrews completed her school work there.  She went on to teach at 
Castleton (Vermont) Seminary and served as Organist to the Congregational Church of 
Castleton.  Jane Andrews was an acquaintance of the famous singer of the time, Jenny Lind, and 
the two were scheduled to perform together, but Miss Andrews canceled the engagement due to 
																																								 																				
265 Weekly Raleigh Register. Raleigh, North Carolina, August 27, 1851, accessed July 3, 
2016, http://fultonhistory.com/Fulton.html 
 
266 Gazetteer and Business Director of Ontario County NY 1867-68: 120, Hamilton Child, 
Syracuse NY, accessed, July 3, 2016, http://fultonhistory.com/Fulton.html 
 
267 The Times of Philadelphia, PA. September 6, 1890, accessed, July 3, 2016. 
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vocal fatigue.268  In 1877, she became Mrs. Richard J. Dodge and after becoming a widow in 
1891, resumed music teaching in Alabama.269 
Jane Porter Lincoln, a niece of Emma Willard, was also a music teacher.  Miss Lincoln’s 
life ended in a tragic train accident on August 29, 1855.  Lincoln was born in 1818, the daughter 
of Almira Hart Lincoln (sister of Emma Hart Willard).  She was very dear to Willard and 
travelled with her to Europe.  Early records270 demonstrated that Lincoln was committed to 
studying music by enrolling each term from 1827 to 1831.  These records are dated five years 
before she was listed as a graduate of Troy Female Seminary.  Lord stated that Jane Lincoln was 
a music teacher at Troy Female Seminary for “many years.” 271  Ultimately, she found her 
passion working for her aunt, and travelling with her as she spread information about education 
for women in many parts of the United States (1846 Southern States) and Europe (Summer 
1854). 
A rare memorial document was found in Jane’s faculty file in the archives, entitled a 
“Tribute to Jane Porter Lincoln,” published by her mother at the time of Jane’s death.  Notes 
written by many people to and about Jane are included in the pamphlet that was given out at the 
funeral.  In this correspondence there are tributes to Jane’s talent and capabilities on many 
instruments.  “The exquisite music with which such wonderful facility that hand made [sic] 
audible, whether with stringed instruments, the sweet harp or guitar, or with the many-keyed 
																																								 																				
268 Fairbanks and Russell Sage, Emma Willard and Her Pupils, 883. 
 
269 Ibid., 885. 
 
270 Notes on Jane Lincoln. Faculty Collection, Emma Willard School Archive, Emma 
Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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organ and piano—that music existed in her harmonious soul; and the hand was but of the living, 
as the instruments were the dead servants which obeying her will, we heard, entranced.”272   
Julia B. Titus taught in the music department at Troy Female Seminary from 1864 to 
1868.  Titus would go on to teach French and Music in a private school in Atchinson, Kansas.  In 
1873 she married John H. Beebe of Hudson, O. [Ohio].  They had three sons and two daughters.  
During her later years Mrs. Beebe lived in Lincoln, Nebraska, where she was active in music 
groups and in club work.273  
According to the biography in the 1894-1895 catalogue for the Seminary Conservatory, 
Marion Sim, first director of the Seminary Conservatory from 1894 through the spring of 1904, 
studied first under Stephen Heller, in France.  The biography (see Appendix D) includes two 
excerpts from Canadian newspapers that pronounce her to be an “eminent young pianist.”  Miss 
Marion Sim is not listed in the Sage text which indicates that she was not a student at Troy 
Female Seminary.  Marion P. Sim was born on August 22, 1868, in Quebec, Canada.  A problem 
with researching Marion Sim is confusion with Marion Sims, a native of Troy and a pianist who 
studied with Miss Sim as a child.274 
Miss Marion Sim was the director of the Seminary Conservatory until the spring of 1904.  
She is listed as the History of Music lecturer from 1903.  She contributed to the success of not 
																																								 																				
272 Almira Lincoln Phelps. Tribute to Jane Porter Lincoln. “Printed for private 
circulation.” Reproduction of the original from the American Antiquarian Society. Sabin no. 
61358. Original at the Emma Willard School Archives. Mrs. Emma Willard extracts of letters to 
Mrs. Emma Willard O’Brien, Jane’s sister dated Troy, New York, October 23, 1855. 
 
273 Transcription notes from Emily F. Smith Letters, Student Letters Collection, Emma 
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274 “Miss Sims on Staff at Oberlin College,” The Times Record Troy, N.Y. Saturday 
Evening, November 21, 1936, 3, accessed June 12, 2016, http://fultonhistory.com/Fulton.html.  
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only the school, but was a main figure in the musical success of the city of Troy, NY.  As early 
as 1897, Miss Sim received accolades for her abilities to direct the program.275  By 1900276 the 
faculty of the seminary conservatory were receiving high praises for the conservatory’s 
performances and student progress.  “Miss Marion Sim and her colleagues have established a 
genuine conservatory, with various departments well supervised and with each able to give a 
good account of itself in public.”277  The students that performed on piano (Sim’s department) 
during the concert assessed in the article were all given high praise.  Troy Female Seminary 
advertised in New York City and Philadelphia papers but, in light of the new conservatory, the 
school advertised in the local paper278 and Sim’s name is prominently displayed (see Figure 5).  
Registration for the growing school was conducted during four hour blocks of time during the 
four days before the term began.  Sim left Troy, New York for a European trip on June 26, 
1901.279  She travelled to France and Germany accompanied for part of the trip by Miss Carolyn 
L. Johnson, a colleague in the piano department of the Seminary Conservatory.280  
 
																																								 																				
275 “Women’s Higher Needs Where They Are Met. The Emma Willard School, in its 
Eighty-Fourth Year,” The Troy Daily Times. Supplement, Troy, New York 1897, no date given, 
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Figure 5: Seminary Conservatory of Music, Emma Willard School, Advertisement.  
Source: The Daily Times, Troy, NY, Tuesday Afternoon, September, 17, 1901, 4, fifth column 
from the left, accessed June 12, 2016, http://fultonhistory.com/Fulton.html. 
 
The Musical Blue Book of America 1921-22,281 Troy, New York, listed three schools of 
music and two of them are the Troy Conservatory directed by Christian A. Stein and the Emma 
Willard Conservatory, directed by William L. Glover.  The Troy Conservatory, founded in 1904 
was, according to a newspaper article, based on the teaching philosophy of Marion Sim.282  An 
article283 entitled “Troy’s New Conservatory,” shares information about courses, faculty, and 
facilities of the school.  Marion Sim’s name does not appear in the faculty listing, nor is she 
																																								 																				
281 Herbert Wilber Greener. The Musical Blue Book of America 1921-2. Ed. B. H. 
Goldsmith, The Musical Blue Book Corporation, New York, NY, 253, accessed May 2, 2016, 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=39pEAQAAMAAJ&rdid=book-
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282 “Troy’s New Conservatory.” The Troy Times, Troy NY. Monday Afternoon, August 
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listed as the director. She is, however, listed as a new teacher in 1911 an article284 about the Troy 
Conservatory (in its seventh season), “the five new teachers are: Miss Marion Sim, who will 
devote all her time to the Conservatory.”285  At the Troy Conservatory, Sim found continued 
success as judged by multiple students giving recitals, as reported in various newspapers. 
Sim was married to Elbert Milton Dexter on June 4, 1914 in her brother’s apartments in 
Tory.  The marriage certificate is dated June 23, 1914.286  The small ceremony was followed by a 
summer spent in Newfane, Vermont and the winter in Philadelphia.287  Her husband’s funeral 
was held on Monday February 11, 1930 at their residence in Philadelphia. Dexter was a 
confectioner by trade.288  She continued to be a member of the Troy, NY community after 
becoming a widow.  She presented a paper “Impressions and Renaissance in Music” to the 
Thursday Morning Literary Club in April of 1930.289  In 1936 Mrs. Dexter served as the 
President of the Club and presented a paper entitled “Music, Art, and Customs in Ethiopia.”290  
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At some point Marion relocated to Asheville, North Carolina, where she died on the 26th of 
January in 1963.  On her death certificate her occupation is listed as house wife.291 
Summary 
All of the educators discussed in this chapter were committed to music education and 
their students.  Many of them were career teachers and the differences between the male and 
female careers are subtle.  It is difficult to conclude if there are unique differences between the 
two genders in music education at this time.  Based on the biographies of the female educators, 
coupled with the data provided by their students, it appears that most female music educators 
abandoned their music teaching careers when they married.  The male teachers discussed here 
were both married and single, but none stopped teaching due to marriage.  Mr. and Mrs. Blessner 
are unique in that both husband and wife taught, and would continue to both teach at the same 
institution for life.  John C. Andrews had one of his daughters (Harriet) work as his “assistant” 
but it is unclear if she received credit for this work.292 
The greatest legacy of all of the educators mentioned in this chapter are the students they 
inspired to teach music.  Based on the information in Emma Willard and her Pupils; or, Fifty 
Years of Troy Female Seminary, 1822-1872;293 sixty-four students went on to become music 
teachers for at least part of their lives.  Thirteen noted in their biographies that they taught music 
in a Southern state, and twelve noted in their biographies that they taught music in the mid-west 
																																								 																				
291 North Carolina State Board of Health, Bureau of Vital Statistics. North Carolina 
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or west, one traveling as far as California.  During Miss Marion Sim’s years, 1895-1904, the 
Seminary Conservatory became a well-established instutition with a modest and growing 
graduating class each year after 1902.
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
This research project uncovered details about musical studies, and students and educators 
at Troy Female Seminary from the school’s founding to the turn of the century.294  The project 
also answered the following questions. 
1. What musical offerings (ensembles, classes, and lessons) were available to the first 
students at Troy Female Seminary? 
 
Troy Female Seminary from circa 1820 through the 1870s offered private lessons on a 
variety of instruments for an extra fee.  During this time all pupils had access to learning to sing 
sacred music and were instructed in the science of music.  During the 1870s there are some gaps 
in information, but students throughout this time had access to music lessons from teachers 
outside of Troy Female Seminary faculty and for the years 1884-1889 and 1894-1895 they had 
the opportunity to study choral music for a fee of five dollars. 
With the establishment of the Seminary Conservatory in the Anna M. Plum Memorial Hall, 
students of the Troy Female Seminary/Emma Willard School and residents of the greater Troy 
community, had access to musical training on just about every instrument, access to harmony 
classes, counterpoint, solfeggio, vocal sight-reading, ensemble playing (orchestra), and 
eventually mandolin and guitar ensembles, the Virgil Clavier Method, and the Fletcher Music 
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Method.  The conservatory allowed students not only to study music but to also earn certificates 
for completion of study, a diploma, or a teaching certificate from their school. 
2. What impact did music have on school life? 
 
 While intensive music study was not pursued by every student at Troy Female 
Seminary/Emma Willard School, all students studied some music and participated in singing.  
Music served a ceremonial function at school events, as well as reinforcing the non-
denominational Christian beliefs of the school’s founder and faculty.  Music concerts were 
attended by and enjoyed by the school body.  Music was a specialization that some students 
focused solely on and others pursued more casually.   
3. Who were the educators involved in the music offerings for the school? Were they male 
or female? Did they teach exclusively at Troy Female Seminary or did they have other 
responsibilities in the community? 
 
Both female and male music teachers were employed by the school, and they had diverse 
backgrounds and were from the United States, Canada, and Europe.  They participated in the 
music community of Troy through religious groups, the selling of musical instruments, and 
through publishing and serving as reviewers of musical texts.  An appendix of music educators 
as reported in the Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members and The Catalogue of the 
Seminary Conservatory between the early 1820s through the 1903-1904 school year is included 
in this dissertation (see Appendix A). 
4. What were the ramifications to the music education of Troy Female Seminary students 
with the establishment of a conservatory model? 
 
Some music teachers left Emma Willard School once the conservatory model was well 
established.  Both male and female students attend the conservatory.  Music teaching certificates 
and diplomas were given to graduates of the conservatory program.  The conservatory program 
assisted in continuing the growth of the school. 
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5. Who were the faculty and administrators for the conservatory? 
 
Faculty and administrators at the Seminary Conservatory were music teachers from the Troy 
area.  Marion Sims, the first director of the Seminary Conservatory was originally from Canada, 
but had relocated to Troy. She and some other musicians from the Troy area would help to 
establish the Troy Conservatory of Music, a music school separate from the Emma Willard 
School that was established by Christian A. Stein in 1904.295  The reason for Marion Sim leaving 
the Seminary Conservatory and moving to the Troy Conservatory of Music, and subsequently the 
beginning of Maurice Hauptman Emery’s directorship of the Seminary Conservatory remains 
undiscovered. 
6. Who were music students at the Troy Female Seminary/Emma Willard School 
Conservatory? 
 
The music students at the Troy Female Seminary were a mixture of upper-middle class 
daughters of businessmen and females putting themselves through school.  It is difficul to make a 
distinction between students of Troy Female Seminary and music students, because no formal 
records of what students studied is available.  There is evidence of at least one student, Faustina 
Hasse, attending Troy Female Seminary specifically for musical training.  Reports of musical 
training were self-reported through letters to and from parents, and letters between parents and 
Emma Willard or the School.  Students of Troy Female Seminary between 1817 and 1894 varied 
in age but most were upper middle school through high school age equivalent to today’s 
students.  Students of the Seminary Conservatory were both male and female, but most of the 
members of the initial graduating classes (beginning in 1902) were female and were probably 
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students of the Emma Willard School.  The Seminary Conservatory included a primary division 
that provided musical study for young children of Troy and the Emma Willard School.  
7. What was the curriculum at the conservatory? 
 
Private lessons as well as courses in the science of music were the main curriculum until the 
founding of the Seminary Conservatory in 1894.  The Seminary Conservatory’s curriculum 
contained all the elements of musical study that comprise an undergraduate degree in music.  The 
complete curriculum of the Seminary Conservatory for the years 1894-1905 is included in 
Appendix E of this dissertation. 
8. What led to the transfer of ownership of the Anna Plum Memorial building from the 
Emma Willard School to Russell Sage Women’s College? 
 
The Emma Willard School gave its downtown campus to the Russell Sage Women’s College 
when it moved to its permanent site at Mount Ida.  The move was necessary for the continued 
growth of the school.  
9. What is the current state of the Anna Plum Memorial building? 
 
The Anna Plum Memorial building contains the Administration offices of Russell-Sage 
College’s main campus.  The building has a commemorative picture detailing its history as the 
Seminary Conservatory to the left of the front door. 
Discussion 
The main finding of this study is that there were many female music educators who 
taught at the Troy Female Seminary/Emma Willard Conservatory, and many students who 
became music educators upon graduation from the institution and that these educators impacted 
the profession of music education across the United States.  Female music educators provided 
music lessons (piano, voice, guitar, harp, and mandolin) to students at Troy Female Seminary 
and at the Conservatory that was linked to the school until 1928.  They performed in public and 
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some were connected to church music during their tenures at Troy Female Seminary/Emma 
Willard Seminary or the Conservatory.  Male educators were present at the school and had 
influence on the female students in the 1800s.  Information on former students is difficult to 
uncover after leaving school, and although marriage was a goal of many female students, some 
former students were well-known performers or became music teachers in other parts of the 
country.296  While Troy Female Seminary was considered one of the most prestigious schools for 
women at this time and thus the findings of the project may have been atypical of female music 
education of the 1800s.  Nonetheless the information is important for current music educators, to 
have a pluralistic understanding of the beginnings of music education for women in the United 
States.  Specifically, the quantity of female music educators discussed in this dissertation adds 
support to the hypothesis that women are disproportionally underrepresented in the major 
historical text of music education within the time period of this dissertation. 
Future research should continue to explore music education during the 1800s, although 
this may be a difficult task in the southeastern, and southern areas of the United States where 
archival documents may have been lost during the Civil War.  Case studies of individual schools, 
female seminaries, and individual female music educators, composers, and performers are 
needed to understand this time period.  A full biographical investigation of many female music 
educators and their connections to music education would be beneficial for a more complete 
historical portrait.  Further research should focus on female music educators in the neglected 
geographic regions of the United States, namely southwest, southern, western, and southwestern 
divisions of National Association for Music Educators.  Investigations into the Fletcher Music 
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Method have been conducted, and a book297on the method by the creator is available, but the 
Virgil Clavier Method seems to be unexamined both historically and pedagogically.  Further, 
research should also be conducted looking at female seminaries in the South and female music 
educators of African American descent.  
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Troy Female Seminary298 
Name Year 
started 
(Fall) 
Final 
year 
(Spring) 
Years of 
Service 
List of courses Notes 
Powell, HMT 1829 1831 2 singing Henry 
Gilbert, Angelica 1819? 1823   1821 mentioned in letter by 
Cole student, but listed as 
general faculty with no 
distinction of courses taught 
Dodd, Heppy 1829     
Treat, Mary L. 1826 1830 4  Died in 1830 after leaving 
school for health reasons, TFS 
Alumna 
Lincoln, Jane Porter 1841 1844 3  TFS Alumna-1836 
Andrews, John C. 1835 1846 10  Composed 
Andrews, Jane  1846   TFS Alumna 
Poulton, Mary 1839 1840 1   
Stafford, Marion 1844    TFS Alumna 1840 
Blessner, Gustave 1847 1850 3 piano, violin  
Blessner, Elizabeth 1848 1850 2 piano, singing, guitar, 
harp 
 
																																								 																				
298 Compiled by the author from the Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members 1820s through 1894-1895, Emma Willard 
School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. The catalogs for the years preceding 1830-1831 were available as scrapbooked 
pages or single pages.  
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Ely, Mary M. 1845 1850 5 piano, singing  
Hodges, Faustina H.  1848 1852 3 organ, piano, singing Studied harp while teaching, 
TFS Alumna 
Granger, Sarah E. 1848 1849 1 piano, singing TFS Alumna 
Weston, Emma W.  1848 1849 1 piano, singing  
Mill, V. Emma 1849 1852 3 piano EWS archives are missing 
three years (1852-3; 1853-4; 
1854-5) 
Thompson, Mary E.  1849 1851 2 piano, singing  
Hanley, Emily  1849 1854 4 harp, piano, guitar, 
singing 
 
Allen, Nancy D.  1849 1851 2 harp, piano, singing  
Weeks, Caroline E.  1849 1850 1 piano, singing  
Philippi, Matthieu  1850;18
59 
1853;1872 13 piano, organ, singing  
Kinnicutt, Elizabeth  1850 1852 2* piano, guitar, singing TFS Alumna 
Farlin, Lydia 
Weston 
1852 1853 1 piano TFS Alumna 
Woller, Robert 1852 1853 1 piano, organ, singing  
Hickethier, Richard 1852 1853 1 piano, singing  
Muller, Ottie 1852 1854 2 piano  
Hoyt, S. Clare 1852 1853 1 singing  
Bayeux, Harriet L. 1852 1856 4 piano  
Thorbecke, Edward 1853 1858 2 piano  
Kunze, Maurice G. 1853 1854 1 piano, organ, singing  
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Thorbecke, 
Henrietta 
1853 1854 1 piano, singing  
Bruce, Emily C. 1853 1854 1 piano  
Bayeux, Harriet L. 1853 1854 1 singing  
Hastings, Ruth 1853 1854 1 piano  
Hintz, Charles 1854 1856 2 piano  
Barnekoy, Kiel 1854 1861 6 piano, organ  
Stephani, Annette 1854 1860 5 singing, guitar  
Manwaring, 
A. Hortense 
1854 1860 6 piano, harp 1854-56; 1859-60; TFS 
Alumna 
Clark, Mary F. 1854 1855 1 piano  
Birge, Mary R.  1855 1856 1 piano Daughter of Francis Ashbel 
and Lucy (Stebbins) Birge 
Nilis, Paul 1857 1860 3 piano  
Jury, Marie M. 1859 1861 2 piano  
Gross, John F. 1860 1861 1 piano, singing  
Merrill, Elizabeth 
W. 
1860 1861 1 piano, singing, guitar  
Wallace, Thomas J. 1860 1861 1 singing  
Kirpal, Frederick 1862 1868 6 piano  
Hutton, Mary J. 1862 1863 1 piano  
Patz, Ausguste 1863 1865 2 guitar  
Pierce, Phebe A. 1863 1865 2 piano, singing  
Hoffman, Augustus 1864 1866 2 piano  
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Moll, Joseph L. 1864 1865 1 piano  
Titus, Julia B. 1864 1869 5 piano  
Hogle, Octavia 1864 1870 6 guitar  
Mollenhauer, 
Friedrich 
1865 1866 1 piano, guitar  
Dean, Kate 1865 1866 1 singing  
Ilsley, Clark 1866 1867 1 piano, organ  
Hood, Daniel N. 1866 1867 1 piano, organ  
Dean, Jennie 1866 1867 1 singing  
Briggs, Mary E. 1866 1867 1 piano  
Hill, Sarah A.  1866 1868 2 piano TFS Alumna 
Douglass, Fances J. 1867 1869 2 singing  
Buttel, Auguste 1868 1869 1 piano  
Briggs, M. Elizabeth   2 piano 1868-69; 1870-71 
Szigethy, Charles S. 1869 1870 1 piano  
Balogh, Auguste 1869 1873 5* singing missing 1873-74-1878-79 
Stanton, Emma P. 1869 1872 3 piano  
Comellas, Joseph 1870 1872 2 piano, organ  
Hanson, Lucy P.   2  piano 1870-71; piano, organ 
1872-73 
Griffin, Louisa F. 1871 1872 1   
Schur, Hermann 1872 1873 1* piano missing 1873-74--1878-79 
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Holbrooke, Adelaide 1872 1873 1* singing missing 1873-74--1878-79 
Morrison, Charlotte 
W. 
1872 1873 1* piano missing 1873-74--1878-79 
Connolly, Edward J.    choral 1884-1889; 1893-95 
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The Seminary Conservatory/Emma Willard School Conservatory299 
Name Year 
started 
(Fall) 
Final year 
(Spring) 
Years of 
Service 
List of courses Notes 
Sim, Marion 1894 1903 8 Piano, Music History Director 
Pirovano, 
Giuseppe  
1894 1896 2 Voice culture, Harmony, 
Counterpoint, Form, 
Solfeggio, Vocal Sight-reading 
 
Holding, 
William J.  
1894 1896 2 Voice culture  
Stearns, Clara  1894 1903 8 Organ  
Thorton, 
Edward S. 
1894 1903 8 Violincello, Clarinet  
Doring, 
George F.  
1894 1903 8 Cornet  
Franke, 
William G.  
1894 1903 8 Flute  
Gillies, 
Margaret M.  
1894 1903 8 Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo  
Johnson, Clara 
L. 
1895 1903 7 Piano  
Laszlo, Arpad  1897 1898 1 Piano  
																																								 																				
299 Compiled by the author from The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory of Music, 1894-1895 through 1903-1904. 
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Impett, 
Thomas 
1897 1903 6 Voice, Vocal Sight-reading, Part-
singing, Solfeggio 
 
Pulis, Olive 1897 1903 6 Voice The archives are missing 1900-
01, 1901-02 
Foote, Robert 
E. 
1897 1903 6 Violin, ensemble practice, 
Orchestra Class 
 
Phillip, 
Clarence 
1897 1903 6 Violin  
Stein, A 
Christian 
1898 1903 5 Piano  
Ball, Fanny 
Devilla 
1898 1903 5 Piano  
Lindsay, Allan 1898 1903 5 Voice  
Reed, Albin R. 1898 1899 1 Voice  
Buell, Annie 
Hagan (Mrs.) 
1899 1903 4 Piano, Virgil Clavier Method  
Curtis, Leah 1899 1903 4 Piano  
Taylor, Sidney 1899 1900 1 Violincello The archives are missing 1900-
01, 1901-02 
Lindsay, 
Elizabeth H. 
1899 1903 4 Fletcher Music Method, Piano, 
Voice 
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McLaughlin, 
James J. Jr. 
1902 1903 1 Piano, Harmony, Counterpoint, 
Composition 
 
Wilbur, Anna 
Elizabeth 
1902 1903 1 Piano  
Whitney, 
Brenda Grace 
1902 1903 1 Piano  
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Troy Female Seminary Alumnae (1824-1872) who self-reported as Music Teachers/Professionals300 
 
Name TFS 
Years 
Music 
Teaching 
Years 
List of 
courses 
Year of 
Marriage 
Notes Death Reference 
Page 
Andrews, 
Harriet S. 
1841-
1842 
1843-
1885; 
1868-? 
musical 
instructor 
1856, w. 
1868 
taught in Castleton, Vermont, Prin. E.J. 
Halleck; Owego, New York, Prin. Mrs. 
Mary Palmer; Columbus, Ohio, Prin. 
Edwin Schenck; Hampton College, 
Virginia, Prin. John B. Carey; Assisted 
Father (John C. Andrews) Wilcox 
College, AL, 1850-54; 1855 Head of 
Music Dept., McKinley Seminary, Prin. 
B.O. Holman; private lessons in AL and 
NJ, Mrs. A. Blakney and F. Holman  
Unknown 265 
Andrews, 
Jane 
1835-? 1846   http://www3.gendisasters.com/new-
jersey/1547/burlington,-nj-train-wreck,-
aug-1855 
Unknown 801 
Arms, 
Jennie 
Elizabeth 
1847-
1851 
Unknown vocal, 
instrumental, 
painting, 
literature 
 taught in South Carolina 1862 265 
Armstrong, 
Geneva 
1869-
1871 
9 years vocal 
department 
head 
 vocal department head at Elmira College, 
New York; Wooster University, Ohio; 
Potter College, Kentucky 
Unknown 642 
Atwood, 
Mary 
Elizabeth 
1855-
1856 
1856?-
1857? 
music and 
French 
1860 taught at Union School of Schenectady, 
New York; Academy in Madison 
Wisconsin 
Unknown 423 
																																								 																				
300 Compiled by author from Fairbanks, Mary Mason, and Mrs. Russell Sage. Emma Willard and her Pupils; or, Fifty years of 
Troy Female Seminary, 1822-1872. Edited by Mrs. A. W. Fairbanks. New York: Mrs. Russell Sage, 1898. 
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Babcock, 
Adaline S. 
1843-
1846 
Unknown piano, music, 
elocution, 
higher 
English 
1853 and 
1868 
taught in Alabama in an academy; 
Golden Hill Seminary, Bridgeport, 
Connecticut 
Unknown 267 
Bassett, 
Helen F. 
1850-
1851 
Unknown music, 
painting 
1864 taught in Southern schools 1872 273 
Battershall, 
Mary 
Frances 
1850-
1859 
1860-?; 
1867 
music and 
painting 
1869 1867 taught at Ulster Female Seminary in 
Ellenville, New York 
Unknown 431 
Bayeux, 
Harriet L. 
1851-
1857 
1856-
1857 
music  1857 teacher, possibly while student Unknown 432 
Blakely, 
Mary H. 
1853-? Unknown taught music, 
drawing, and 
painting 
1858 taught in Cambridge, Richmondville, 
New York City, and Greenwich 
Unknown 440 
Burt, Lucy 
Temple 
1837-
1838 
1839-
1840 
instrumental 1840 taught in Syracuse, New York, husband 
organized chorus and orchestra 
1875 147 
Campbell, 
Eliza A. 
1853 1854-
1869 
instruction in 
music 
1869  Unknown 448 
Carrington, 
Eliza C. 
1863-
1864 
Unknown music 1873, w. 
1889 
taught music and was also occupied in 
public and private schools 
Unknown 664 
Cary, 
Mary 
Elizabeth 
1863-
1865 
on leaving 
school 
music 1866 instruction in music Unknown 664 
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Coburn, 
Anna L. 
1854-
1857 
Unknown taught music 
and oil 
painting 
1859  Unknown 457 
Colton, 
Katharine 
Rhoda 
1868-?? 8 years music and 
painting 
1827  Unknown 672 
Dickinson, 
Helen E. 
1857-
1859 
1859-
1861 
music 1862 Vermont; Moorefield, Virginia  Unknown 469 
Dunbar, 
Emily 
Mary 
1836 
and 
1837 
Unknown music none taught in Keesville, Virginia; Allentown, 
Pennsylvania 
Unknown 166 
DuPré, 
Marie 
Elizabeth 
Seabrook 
1834-
1836 
Unknown vocal and 
instrumental 
1845 5 years of music study in Paris; post TFS; 
taught in School of Madame DuPré 
1873 167 
Farlin, 
Lydia 
Weston 
1849-
1850 
1851-
1852 
(1852-
1854 at 
TFS) 
music, 
teacher, 
founded girls 
school in 
Sandy Hill 
1860 Somerville, Tennessee; Mll. Rosten's 
French School, New York City; Girl's 
school in Shady Hill 
Unknown 305 
Ferrell, 
Florida M. 
1848-
1851 
1866-? music and 
Vice 
Principal 
1852, w. 
1866; 
1869 
Vice Principal and Music teacher at a 
Southern Female College 
Unknown 399 
Ferris, 
Josephine 
1851-? 1854?-
1858? 
music 1858, w. 
1862 
taught for 4 years before marriage Unknown 306 
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Gates, 
Charlotte 
Augusta 
1864-
1865 
Unknown music 1869 gave instruction in music in Elyria, Ohio Unknown 691 
Glines, 
Annie W. 
1858-? 1873-
1876, 
1881-
1889 
contralto in 
New 
England 
quartette; 
Voice 
teacher at 
Conservatory 
of New 
England 
1858, w. 
1873; 
1889 
New England Church; New England 
Conservatory of Music 
Unknown 492 
Granger, 
Parnie 
Hubbard 
1858-
1859 
1859-
1861 
music, 
English, and 
French 
married 
no date 
Georgia, Florida, and Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 
Unknown 496 
Granger, 
Sarah 
Elizabeth 
1842-
1847 
1847 and 
1848 
(TFS) 
piano, 
singing 
1853, w. 
1871 
taught while studying painting 1894 313 
Gray, 
Mary Ella 
1864 Unknown piano, organ, 
music 
  1869 695 
Gregg, 
Edla Eloise 
1861-
1862 
since 
leaving 
school 
music   Unknown 696 
Gregory, 
Lucy 
Elizabeth 
1840-
1842 
20 years music 1845 continued teaching after marriage 1869 313 
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Gregory, 
Weathly L. 
1843-? Unknown music none Corinth, Maine; sister of Lucy E. Gregory 1858 313 
Harper, 
Ella J. 
graduate 
1866 
after 
graduating 
vocal music 1872  1884 700 
Hart, Mary 
Franklin 
1866-
1868 
9 years vocal and 
instrumental 
1870  Unknown 701 
Hastings, 
Ruth 
Newcomb 
1851-
1857 
1853-
1859 
music, 
drawing, and 
painting 
1860 53-54 TFS, 55-56 Miss Jackson, 
Lexington, Kentucky; 58-59, Mrs. 
Atwater, New Haven, Connecticut 
Unknown 504 
Hatch, 
Celia E. 
1860 1862, 
1865-? 
music and 
painting 
1869 62 assisted Miss Hopkins with painting at 
TFS; 65 Mrs. S.J. Life's school aka Rey 
Seminary, Municy, Pennsylvania;  
Unknown 504 
Heroy, 
Charlotte 
1870 2 years; 
several 
years 
music  taught music 2 years before TFS; 
Unknown location; Stenographer 7 years 
at J.I. Case Ploughworks, Racine, 
Wisconsin 
Unknown 704 
Hodges, 
Faustina 
H.  
1848-
1850 
1848?-
1852 
organ, piano, 
singing 
 Missing three years (1852-3; 1853-4; 
1854-5), Studied harp while teaching 
Unknown 511 
Hopkins, 
Sarah 
France 
1845-
1847 
6 years, 
ending in 
1884 
music  clerk, bookkeeper, and taught music in 
Mr. Woodhams music store 
Unknown 809 
Hurlbut, 
Frances L. 
1830-
1831 
1841-
1896 
piano, violin, 
guitar 
1837, w. 
1841 
qualified as teacher, music professional Unknown 70 
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Jackson, 
Mary 
Elizabeth 
1864-
1866 
2 years music 1870 taught at a private school in Troy and 
gave music instruction 
Unknown 711 
Johnson, 
Huldah 
Rosabella 
1851-
1852 
for several 
years 
music and art   Unknown 526 
Kinnicutt, 
Elizabeth 
Mary 
1846-
1850 
1851 and 
1852 
(TFS) 
vocal and 
instrumental 
1857  1879 341 
Lamb, 
Anna 
Canfield 
1865-
1866 
Unknown English, 
French, 
Latin, and 
music 
 taught at private schools in New York 
City 
Unknown 723 
Lincoln, 
Jane P. 
1824-
1836 
1841-
1843 
music 
(guitar, harp, 
organ, piano, 
voice) 
  Unknown 200 
Marsh, 
Anna 
Ogden 
1864-
1865 
Unknown music   Unknown 731 
McDonald 
Marion 
1849 
and 
1850 
Unknown music and 
painting 
unknown, 
before 
Civil War 
taught at Fishing Creek, Chester Co., 
South Carolina; Seminary of Misses 
Wherry and Crawford; taught for the 
Family of Thomas DeGeoffenreid of 
Chester Co., South Carolina 
1866 357 
Movers, 
Catharine 
J. 
1839-
1840 
Many 
years 
music none taught music "many years following 
TFS" 
Unknown 211 
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Nason, 
Elizabeth 
Cassandra 
1871-
1872 
Many 
years 
singing and 
voice culture 
 studied voice in Boston after TFS; Sang 
at churches in Troy and Albany, New 
York; Leading soprano in Syracuse, New 
York; Abroad in 1874; 1875 sang in 
Boston; Abroad later-London studied 
with William Shakespeare, engaged by 
Dr. Perry to sing Queen in Oratorio of 
Judith; 1892 soprano and leader of 
Quartette of the Second Presbyterian 
Church in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 
teacher of singing and voice culture 
1893 744 
Otis, 
Samantha 
V. 
1860-? some few 
years 
music 1867  Unknown 748 
Packard, 
Cornelia 
1863-
1864 
after 
leaving 
school 
instrumental 
music 
1872  Unknown 748 
Parish, 
Ellen 
Mehitabel 
1854-
1855 
years 
following 
school 
music and 
drawing 
1858 Cleveland, Ohio; Waupaca, Wisconsin Unknown 562 
Poulton, 
Mary 
1835-
1838 
1839-
1845? 
music and 
math 
1845 1839 and 1840 Laurens, South Carolina; 
1841 at TFS; South Carolina in 1842  
Unknown 222 
Saxton, 
Sarah 
1853 1857-
1859 
music  Milford, DE Unknown 585 
Skinner, 
Eleanor 
Porter 
1861-
1863 
1866-
1877 
music 1877 studied 2 years in Germany after TFS; 
"taught successfully in America" 
1894 769 
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Stafford, 
Marion 
1838-
1840 
1841-? 
(TFS) 
music none died at 32 during a concert in Rochester, 
NY 
Unknown 240 
Stanton, 
Anna 
Elizabeth 
1861-
1864 
18??-1878 music 1878 bookkeeper and taught music in music 
store (owned by Father) 
Unknown 773 
Stanton, 
Emma 
Pendleton 
1866-
1870 
1862, 15 
years 
instrumental 
music 
1891 1862 taught at Heights Seminary; taught 
15 years at St. Agnes School, Albany, 
New York 
Unknown 773 
Titus, Julia 
Baldwin 
1861-
1864 
1864-
1868 
(TFS); 
later 
French and 
music 
1873 taught at TFS 64-68; later, at private 
school, Atchison, Kansas; financial issues 
during marriage, large music class in 
Lincoln, Nebraska accompanist at First 
Oratorio Society of Lincoln, Nebraska 
Unknown 780 
Tolles, 
Frances 
Jane 
1855 several 
years 
music  B.F. Bakers Music School Unknown 610 
Treat, 
Mary 
Lydia 
 1826-
1830 
(TFS) 
 none taught at TFS, adopted by Emma Hart 
Willard 
1830 115 
Vaughn, 
Almiare 
1852-
1855 
Unknown music and 
other 
branches 
married 
no date 
Southern States; West Troy, New York 1894 617 
Wadleigh, 
Caroline 
M. 
1854 Unknown music married 
no date, 
w. in 
1894 
Young Ladies' Seminary in San 
Francisco, California 
Unknown 617 
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Wallace, 
Margaret 
Elizabeth 
1852-
1860 
10, 6, and 
more than 
7 years 
instrumental 
music 
 10 years Brook's Hall, Media, 
Pennsylvania; 6 years St. Mary's Hall, 
Burlington, New Jersey; more than 7 
years Brownell Hall, Omaha, Nebraska; 
Member of Music Teachers' National 
Association 
Unknown 618 
Wright, 
Julia M. 
1853-? some 
years 
music, head 
of Musical 
[sic] 
Department 
1866 taught in Mississippi, Tennessee, and 
Danville, Kentucky; 1861 took charge of 
the Musical [sic] Department, school for 
young ladies, Bloomington, Illinois; 
"established a Musical Kindergarten 
system" 
1883 636 
Name TFS 
Years 
years  Music 
Profession 
Year of 
Marriage 
Notes Death Reference 
page 
Ingalls, 
Abigail 
1851-? for some 
years 
profession of 
music 
1870  1870 335 
Sayre, 
Anna M. 
1858 Unknown profession of 
music 
   586 
Scott, 
Sarah M. 
1865-
1866 
Unknown music and 
church 
organist 
1866 at 14 years old (before TFS) taught music  
and was organist to earn money for TFS 
tuition 
 766 
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Selected Excerpts of Examination Reports on Music: 1844-1845 through 1870-1871301 
1844-1845:302 
 In the departments of music, drawing, and painting the Seminary enjoys peculiar 
advantages.  Music is taught by several accomplished teachers, some of them known extensively 
in the country as excelling in the art.  The singing of the pupils and their performances upon the 
piano and harp were alike creditable to teachers and scholars, and in many instances were 
superior to the efforts of professed public singers and performers.  The walls of the Examination 
Hall were hung round with paintings, all done by the pupils within last six months, some of them 
executed with much taste and skill.  The drawings, too, were very good specimens of the art and 
gave earnest of future excellence.  Signed Joseph White, A. G. Johnson, Francis Dwight, H. P. 
Hunt, W. H. A. Bissell, and John J. Tucker. (dated Troy, N. Y. August 7, 1845.) 
 
1848-1849:303 
The committee would express their high gratification at the success with which music is 
taught.  Never have they heard in any Institution [sic], better singing, or witnessed more 
accomplished performances on the piano or harp.  
In drawing, painting and all the ornamental brances, the observe the same degree of 
excellence.  Signed John Raymond, J. W. Fairfield, P. Bullions, Eliza M. Norton, Jane B. Stokes, 
and H. W. O. Kellog. (not dated) 
 
 
 
 
																																								 																				
301 Compiled by the author from Source: Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 
1844-1845 through Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1870-1871. 
 
302 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1844-1845, 22-23 16, retyped by 
author, Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
303 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1848-1849, 22-23, retyped by author, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. School term ended on July 25, 
1849. 
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1849-1850:304 
 The fatigues of a protracted examination were relieved at intervals by music, both vocal 
and instrument, performed by the young ladies, assisted sometimes by their teachers, and such 
music, in strains from solemn to gay, whether in solo, duet, or chorus, we venture to say, can be 
found in but few institutions of the kind in the land.  In point of excellence and variety, it was 
such as would have done great credit to a musical Academy where that science only is taught.  
The corps of teachers in this department combine a rare amount of musical talent, and their skill 
and devotion to their profession, are manifested in the proficiency of their pupils, who seem to 
have imbibed, in a high degree, the style and excellence of their instructors.  Signed Samuel 
Greels, Boston, Sarah F. Greels, Boston, Sarah Petes, Philadelphia, Sarah J. Gould, Rochester, 
Rev. Sam Buel, Poughkeepsie, Rev. Henry W. Les, Rochester, Rev. Joseph B. Felf, Boston, Hon. 
William A. Haves, Maine, Rev. P Bullows, D. D., Troy, and Henry Robbins, Troy. (not dated) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																								 																				
304  Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1849-1850, 27, retyped by author, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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1853-1854:305 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
																																								 																				
305 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1853-1854, 25-26, scanned by author 
January 2016, Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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1853-1854:306Continued: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	 	
																																								 																				
306 Ibid. 
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1854-1855:307 
 The Committee speak particularly of this department of instruction [music], because they 
believe that the cultivation of music, under judicious regulations, acts kindly on the health and 
intellect, while it refines the taste and improves the heart.  They would hail the day when in our 
schools and higher seminaries, this shall be regarded as an important part of education for all.  
They doubt not that, in the very highest forms of social and spiritual life, music will have a far 
more honored position than the many accord to it now.  We congratulate this Institution [sic] on 
the success which it cultivates this branch of study. Signed Rev. Dr. E. Smalley, Thomas W. 
Coit, Richard Temple, O. O. Howard, and A. D. Gillette (undated). 
 
1856-1857:308 
 The musical instruction by the Seminary is evidently of a high order.  The pieces which 
were interspersed to relieve the tiresomeness of the prolonged examinations were generally 
performed with a high degree of taste, and power of execution ; and the Concert of Pupils and 
Teachers on Tuesday evening, was uncommonly brilliant, displaying very fine voices and a high 
degree of cultivation in this direction. Signed Calvin Pease, Chairman (undated). 
 
1857-1858:309  
 The Committee would express their highest gratification at the success with which Music 
[sic] is taught in the institution, seldom have they listened to better singing, or witness more 
accomplished performances on the piano and harp.  These exercises did much to relieve the 
labors of the examination.  The Concert on Tuesday Evening, would not have appeared out of 
place in an Academy of Music. Signed Charles Avery, E. Buckingham, J. N. Parker, D. H. 
Cochrane, C. P. Sheldon, N. H. Benson (Dated Troy, N. Y. June 30, 1858). 
																																								 																				
307 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1854-1855, 31-32, retyped by author, 
Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
308 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1856-1857, 28, retyped by author, 
Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
309  Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1857-1858, 36-37, retyped by author, 
Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY.  
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1861-1862:310 
…the vocal and instrumental music with which the severer exercises have been 
interspersed, has been of a high order, both as to style and execution, and has never been 
surpassed by anything of the kind which we have heard on similar occasions. Signed James B. 
Thomson, Chairman, William Kemp Secretary, John S. Hart, Henry C. Potter, John Stanton 
Gould, Charles F. Hines, and Elias Peissner. (Dated Troy, N. Y. June 27, 1862.) 
1865-1866:311 
1866 MUSIC--The more arduous exercises of the day were relieved by musical 
performances of the scholars introduced at the end of each recitation, and designed to exhibit 
their proficiency in the arts as well as to diversify the proceedings.  The great importance usually 
attached to this branch of education elicited the close attention of the Committee [sic].  The more 
modern and elaborated styles of music seem to have received the most study, though the power 
and genius of the classic models have, by no means, been ignored or forgotten.  Several pieces, 
including arrangements from the operas by Thalberg, Ascher, and others, concert pieces by 
Weber and Liszt, and some standard vocal compositions, were rendered creditably by the pupils, 
and artistically by the instructors.  With the exception of Mr. Kirpal, the talent displayed was 
wholly matured and developed in the Seminary, reflecting great credit upon the thoroughness 
and excellent of taste of Messrs. Philippi and Kirpal, and their lady assistants , Misses Briggs, 
Titus, Dean, and Hill.  In the matter of music the popular taste of this country needs and is 
																																								 																				
310 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1861-1862, retyped by author, Emma 
Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY, 16. 
 
311		Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1865-1866, retyped by author, Emma 
Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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capable of an immense amount of improvement, and those who are anxious for it may look with 
confidence to the gentlemen just named as being well qualified to do their part in so honorable a 
task. Signed C. E. Dutton.  
1867-1868312: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
																																								 																				
312 Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1867-1868, 19, scanned by author, 
Emma Willard School Archives, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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1868-1869:313 
 
 
 
 
																																								 																				
313  Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1868-1869, 18, scanned by author, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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1868-1869 continued:314 
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1870-1871:315 
 One of the most striking features of the educational system pursued at this Seminary, is 
the Musical [sic] development of the pupils.  If we consider music as a mere accomplishment, we 
would be compelled to acknowledge that, in both vocal and piano music, that degree of 
excellence is obtained which is the coveted aim of all ladies, moving in refined society.  Some of 
the singers showed astounding virtuosity ; the greatest and most formidable difficulties were 
surmounted with perfect ease.  The purity of intonation, the classicity of the school made me 
believe that I was in a music conservatory of Paris or Berlin. 
 But music is not treated as a mere accomplishment.  We see distinctly that here is a 
higher aim, and that music made a vehicle of the training of taste, in its noblest sense.  The 
performance of Beethoven’s Sonatas, especially that in C sharp minor ; and of Chopin, the 
difficult and classic Scherzo in B flat minor, and other pieces, showed that the ladies had 
absorbed, as it were, the spirit of these great composers.  Every bar showed that they had 
understood the genius of him whom they were interpreting. The same high praise attaches to the 
vocal performances.  While the teachers of this institution know how to develop the human 
voice, and how to make their scholars pass, with perfect ease, over difficulties which would 
break down every common performer, they, at the same time succeed in infusing into these 
youthful voices such a soul, such a tenderness of the most touching emotions, that I am still 
hearing the lovely and touching notes, which made me forget everything else while I was 
listening. Signed by Prof. Gustav Fischer, and others. (not dated.)
																																								 																				
315  Troy Female Seminary Catalogue of Members, 1870-1871, 30-31, retyped by author, 
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Music Educators’ Biographies from 
The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1894-1895316 
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author, Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1894-1895317 
Course of Study.  
The course is divided into four grades, Elementary, Preparatory, Intermediate and Advanced. It 
embraces as many of the principal works of the masters as it is possible to study thoroughly in 
the time allotted to the course.  
Beginners. 
Beginners and those not far advanced are especially welcome as they possess few or none of the 
bad habits which are so often formed by wrong teaching or careless practice; they therefore 
receive more readily the correct fundamental principles and can as a rule make steady and rapid 
progress. 
Concerts. 
The Conservatory contains a fine Concert Room [sic], in which, during the winter, 
concerts, lectures and musicals will, as a rule, be given once a month. 
Advanced pupils will have the privilege of taking part in these entertainments, and all 
students will be given every possible opportunity to hear good music and to increase their 
knowledge of musical literature.  
Free Advantages. 
Any student taking private lessons at the Conservatory is entitled to a class lesson once in 
two weeks.  These class lessons are of great advantage to pupils in arousing their ambition and in 
teaching them how to listen to, and be benefited by, the performance of others.  Students have 
also free admission to the Choral Classes, Harmony, Sight-Reading and Ensemble Classes and to 
all Recitals, Concerts, Lectures, etc. [sic], given under the auspices of the Institution [sic]. 
																																								 																				
317 The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1894-1895, 6-9, retyped by the author, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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Students will readily appreciate the benefits of constant intercourse with musicians and the 
stimulus which they must receive from living in a musical atmosphere. 
General Remarks.  
It is not proposed that the Conservatory should be exclusively for pupils of the Seminary.  
It is open to all students of music, of either sex and of any age. 
Students may enter at any time, no previous knowledge of music is necessary.  The term 
begins from the date of entrance.  The hours of instruction are from 9 A. M. to 6 P.M.  Lessons 
will be given in the evening if required. The plan of instruction is by private or individual 
teaching.  A fine two manual pipe organ is now being built for the Conservatory by George S. 
Hutchings of Boston, one of the best organ builders in the east.  The organ will be run by water 
motor, and will contain the very latest improvements.  The Conservatory will be furnished 
exclusively with the celebrated Wissner pianos ; a grand being placed in the concert rooms, and 
upright pianos in the various class-rooms.  These instruments are entirely new and ordered 
especially for the Institution [sic].  The organ and pianos of the Conservatory may be used for 
practice by the pupils, a special arrangement being made at the office.  Student residing out of 
town can arrange all their weekly lessons during one or two attendances.  All matters of business 
connected with the Conservatory including tuition, private lessons, arrangement of classes, 
changes of hours, or from one class to another, most be attended to invariably at the office and 
not with teachers.  The Conservatory is open at all times to visitors, who are cordially invited to 
inspect the building and acquaint themselves with the working of the Institution [sic].  
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1894-1895:318 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1895-1896 has identical information as the 
previous year. 
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1896-1897319: has an identical course of study as 
the previous year’s catalog. 
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1897-1898 adds the following information:320 
 
Diplomas. 
Diplomas are conferred only upon students who have gone through the regular three 
years course prescribed by the Conservatory and have passed all examinations with highest 
honors.  Examinations for diplomas take place the first part of June of each years. 
Certificates. 
Certificates are offered to student in each grade who have completed the course of said grade.  
These examinations take place twice a year.  They are not compulsory and are privately 
conducted.  The faculty forms the board of examiners. 
Teachers Certificates. 
A special course for students desiring to become teachers will be given during the year, for 
which a Teacher’s Certificate will be issued. 
 
The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory 1898-1899 adds the following information: 321 
 
Concerts. 
 During the winter, concerts, lectures, and musicales are given, as a rule, once a month in 
the attractive Hall of the Young Men’s Christian Association (seating capacity 650).  Pupils, 
when sufficiently advanced, will have the privilege of taking part in these entertainments, and all 
students will be given every possible opportunity to hear good music and to increase their 
knowledge of musical literature. 
 Programs of various musicales given during the season of 1897-98 will be found on the 
last pages of this catalogue. 
Free Advantages. 
																																								 																				
320 The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1897-1898 8, retyped by the author, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
 
321 The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1898-1899, 7-8, retyped by the author, 
Emma Willard School Archive, Emma Willard School, Troy, NY. 
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 All students have free admission to the Weekly Classes in Harmony, Sight-reading and 
Choral Instruction, and to all Recitals, Concerts, Lectures, etc., given under the auspices of the 
Conservatory.  Piano students are entitled to a piano class lesson once in two weeks; these class 
lessons are of great advantage to pupils in arousing their ambition, and in teaching them how to 
listen to, and be benefited by, the performances of others. 
All students in the advanced grades of the several departments are invited to attend the regular 
lectures on the History of Music.  While none of the above mentioned classes are obligatory they 
are very essential to a thorough musical training, and students are earnestly advised to profit by 
the advantages offered.
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1898-1899:322 has an identical course of study as 
the previous year’s catalog. 
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1899-1900:323 
 
Course of Study. 
 The course is divided into five grades: Fletcher Method (Simplex and Kindergarten), 
Elementary, Preparatory, Intermediate and Advanced.  It embraces as many of the principal 
works of the masters as it is possible to study thoroughly in the time allotted to the course. 
Virgil Clavier Course. 
 This method, endorsed by leading educators and musicians, has been taught with marked 
success at the Conservatory during the past season.  The excellent results accruing from this 
teaching prove that for hand training, rapid development of velocity and strength, the use of the 
Clavier and Virgil Method is invaluable.  Time-beating, ear-training and sight-reading are 
included in the course. 
The Fletcher Music Method. 
 Is especially adapted to young children.  The particular aims of this method are:  To train 
the ear ; to make children familiar with time and musical signs, and to develop rhythm ; to teach 
them to read music rapidly ; to give them a thorough knowledge of the keyboard of the 
pianoforte ; to teach them how to build the major and minor scales, and to make the fingers and 
wrists flexible.  After completing this course, the pupil is ready to go to the piano, reads music 
readily, knows where to find every note on the keyboard, knows how to use his hands, feels and 
understands rhythm, and recognizes as old friends the key in which he is playing, and also the 
chords.  This knowledge is gained easily and pleasantly, without drudgery, and is as useful for 
any other instrument or for the voice, as for the piano.  Children of five years of age and over are 
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received into these classes and are given a fundamental, systematic and logical musical education 
in a pleasing and entertaining manner. 
Students’ Vocal Club.324 
 A Vocal Club will be organized this season under the direction of Mr. Allan Lindsay.  All 
vocal students of the Conservatory may have the privilege of becoming members of this Club 
and are requested to send their names to the Secretary before October 1st. 
The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1899-1900:325 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
																																								 																				
324 Ibid., 9. 
 
325 Ibid. 12, scanned by the author. 
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1902-1903: 
Courses of Study326 
Piano 
Elementary grade: Primary technical work—including table work, five finger exercises, 
all major scales, simple arpeggi [sic], and chord work; Practical method—Vol. I—Kohler; 
National Graded Course—Book I and II; Simple etudes and pieces. 
Preparatory grade: Technical work—all major and minor scales, common, dom. seventh, 
and diminished arpeggi [sic], Trills [sic], chord, and octave work; Modern sonatina album; 
Sonatina album; National Graded Book III and IV; Etudes: Op. 120—Duvernoy, Op. 125—
Heller; Op. 45-47—Heller; Suitable etudes and pieces. 
Intermediate grade: Progressive technical work. First year harmony. Short preludes and 
fugues—Bach. Easy sonatas by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Fugettes—Handel. Etudes—
Jensen. Etudes—Schytte. Progressive etudes and pieces.  
Advanced grade: Advanced technic. Second year harmony. History of Music. Two and 
three part inventions—Bach. Fugues—Bach.  Gradus Ad Parnassum—Clementi. Songs Without 
Words—Mendelssohn. Sonatas by Beethoven, Schubert, Hummel, Schumann, Chopin. 
Concertos by Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt. Etudes, impromptus, fantasies, waltzes, 
ballades, nocturnes of classic composers.  The best modern compositions.  
Organ 
 Elementary grade: Primary technic for pedals and manuals. The organ—Stainer. Organ 
school—Lemmens. Organ studies—S.P. Warren. Pedal phrasing—Dudley Buck. Simple pieces. 
																																								 																				
326 The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1902-1903, 11-13, retyped by the 
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Preparatory grade: Progressive technic. First year harmony. Organ school—Rink. 
Teckniska studier—Nilson. Fugues—Bach. Progressive etudes and pieces.  
Advanced grade: Advanced technic. Second year harmony. History of Music. Fugues—
Bach. Sonatas—Mendelssohn. Sonatas—Guilmant. Symphonies—Widor. Rhapsodies—Saint-
Saëns. Suite Gothique—Boellmann. Toccata—Bartlett. Reve Angelique—Rubinstein. Funeral 
March—Guilmant. Intermezzo—Callaerts.  
Violin 
 Elementary grade. Method—Dancla. Book II—Hohman. Etudes (3rd position)—Schoen. 
Op. 25—Hoffmann. Easy pieces.  
 Preparatory grade. Op. 20—Kayser. Position etudes—de Beriot. Op. 37—Don’t. Op. 
25—Hermann. Progressive pieces.  
 Intermediate grade. First year harmony. Scales and technical etudes—Schradieck. 
Etudes—Mazas. “—Kreutzer. “—Fionillo. Classic and modern compositions. 
 Advanced grade. Second year harmony. History of Music. Caprices—Roder. Op. 73—
Dancla. Caprices—Gavinies. Op. 35—Dont. 6 Sonatas—Bach. Concertos by Mendelssohn, Max 
Bruch, Rode, de Beriot, Spohr, Viotti, Wieniawski. Classic and modern compositions. 
Vocal 
Singing tutor—Abt. Thirty Vocalis—Neidlinger. School of velocity—Seiber. Singing 
school—Von Winter. Exercises from methods of Garcia, Brömme, Lankow. Selections from 
classic and modern composers.  
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1902-1903:327 
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The Catalogue of the Seminary Conservatory, 1903-1904:328 
Courses of Study. 
Piano 
Elementary grade: Primary technical work—including table work, five finger exercises, 
all major scales, simple arpeggi [sic], and chord work; Practical method—Vol. I—Kohler; 
National Graded Course—Book I and II; Simple etudes and pieces. 
Preparatory grade: Technical work—all major and minor scales, common, dom. seventh, 
and diminished arpeggi [sic], Trills [sic], chord, and octave work; Modern sonatina album; 
Sonatina album; National Graded Book III and IV; Etudes: Op. 120—Duvernoy, Op. 125—
Heller; Op. 45-47—Heller; Suitable etudes and pieces. 
Intermediate grade: Progressive technical work. First year harmony. Short preludes and 
fugues—Bach. Easy sonatas by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Fugettes—Handel. Etudes—
Jensen. Etudes—Schytte. Progressive etudes and pieces.  
Advanced grade: Advanced technic. Second year harmony. History of Music. Two and 
three part inventions—Bach. Fugues—Bach.  Gradus Ad Parnassum—Clementi. Songs Without 
Words—Mendelssohn. Sonatas by Beethoven, Schubert, Hummel, Schumann, Chopin. 
Concertos by Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt. Etudes, impromptus, fantasies, waltzes, 
ballades, nocturnes of classic composers.  The best modern compositions.  
Organ 
 Elementary grade: Primary technic for pedals and manuals. The organ—Stainer. Organ 
school—Lemmens. Organ studies—S.P. Warren. Pedal phrasing—Dudley Buck. Simple pieces. 
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Preparatory grade: Progressive technic. First year harmony. Organ school—Rink. 
Teckniska studier—Nilson. Fugues—Bach. Progressive etudes and pieces.  
Advanced grade: Advanced technic. Second year harmony. History of Music. Fugues—
Bach. Sonatas—Mendelssohn. Sonatas—Guilmant. Symphonies—Widor. Rhapsodies—Saint-
Saëns. Suite Gothique—Boellmann. Toccata—Bartlett. Reve Angelique—Rubinstein. Funeral 
March—Guilmant. Intermezzo—Callaerts.  
Violin 
 Elementary grade. Method—Dancla. Book II—Hohman. Etudes (3rd position)—Schoen. 
Op. 25—Hoffmann. Easy pieces.  
 Preparatory grade. Op. 20—Kayser. Position etudes—de Beriot. Op. 37—Don’t. Op. 
25—Hermann. Progressive pieces.  
 Intermediate grade. First year harmony. Scales and technical etudes—Schradieck. 
Etudes—Mazas. “—Kreutzer. “—Fionillo. Classic and modern compositions. 
 Advanced grade. Second year harmony. History of Music. Caprices—Roder. Op. 73—
Dancla. Caprices—Gavinies. Op. 35—Dont. 6 Sonatas—Bach. Concertos by Mendelssohn, Max 
Bruch, Rode, de Beriot, Spohr, Viotti, Wieniawski. Classic and modern compositions. 
Vocal 
Singing tutor—Abt. Thirty Vocalis—Neidlinger. School of velocity—Seiber. Singing 
school—Von Winter. Exercises from methods of Garcia, Brömme, Lankow. Selections from 
classic and modern composers 
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